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Trends such as sexual health and sexual wellness are changing

the market. But what is the exact definition of these terms, and

how can the industry benefit from them without overusing

them? Sexual health expert Nina Helms answered our questions.

Beyond the Wave – LELO's first film project will be released

this summer, and the trailer is already causing quite a stir.

Steve Thomson, Global Marketing Manager, explains why

LELO decided to produce a full-fledged movie.

When it comes down to it, is the erotic industry really different from

other industries? Well, it's definitely a more exciting place to work

and there is much more humour, says Sofie Rockland, the 

founder of the 210th brand, in our “Monthly Mayhem“. 

Do we have enough women-friendly stores? Claudia 

Kreymann answered this question with a resounding “No“,

and  she has set out to do something about it. At the end

of January, she opened her store Mon Plaisir in Dortmund. 

Hot Octopuss presents two new versions of their best-selling PULSE,

PULSE II SOLO and PULSE II DUO. EAN asked Adam Lewis about

these latest additions to the brand's range, but there were also

other topics related to the sex toy market that we talked about.
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Page 62

Page 130

Page 56
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C O N T E N T

The EAN team have taken the old crystal ball from the shelf,

have dusted it off, polished it, and then placed it in front of Eric

Kalén for him to take a look into its depths and tell us what the

future of the sex toy industry holds in store.

Dresden-based dildo manufacture SelfDelve is known for their

hand-made dildos in the shape of fruit and vegetable. In our

interview, company founder Anja Koschemann explains which

aspects other than quality are important to her customers.
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Bath, England - Lovehoney enjoyed the busiest week in i ts

13-year histor y,  thanks to Fi f ty Shades of Grey. The sex toy

retai ler  which makes al l  the movie 's  of f ic ial  sex toy and

bondage merchandise had record sales over four days in

the run-up to the movie's release on Fr iday (Feb 13).  The

busiest day was last Tuesday (Feb 10) when orders were co-

ming in at a rate of one every three seconds. 

Lovehoney breaks sales 
records, thanks to 50 Shades 

Spending was up by 50% on last

year's Valentine's Day. And the

surge has continued since the

 release of the movie - with an 80%

increase in sales of bondage

gear. Riding crops and floggers -

heavily featured in the hit movie -

have been particularly popular. The

movie looks set to be the highest

grossing mainstream adult movie of

all time. Official Fifty Shades of Grey

sex merchandise is a hit worldwide

with Lovehoney taking the biggest

ever order from American chain Tar-

get which is selling the products in its

1,600 shops until April. Lovehoney has

created more than 50 products with

E L James, author of the Fifty Shades

triology. Lovehoney co-owner

 Richard Longhurst said: "We have

 enjoyed the perfect storm of Valen-

tine's Day coming at the same time

as the biggest erotic movie of

all time. Shoppers are naturally

coming to Lovehoney to enjoy

the sex merchandise created

with E L James. The media

hype has been remarkable

but what is more important is

that the hype is being

 reflected at the box office.

 Millions of people are going to see

the movie and then looking to ex-

periment with BDSM afterwards. The

movie is a great advertisement for

the pleasure that you can enjoy

through BDSM. Dakota Johnson is

 superb in the role of Anastasia

Steele. Whereas she is the 'submissive'

in the Red Room of Pain, viewers are

left in no doubt that she is very much

the one in control of the relationship

and that everything that goes on is

done with her consent. We are

 expecting sales to carry on being

buoyant for the next two months as

fans all over the world enjoy the

 movie. Many of those people will not

be book readers and will be new to

the Fifty Shades brand. They will

 looking for products which they can

trust and they know they will get that

from the official merchandise." 

Official Fifty Shades of Grey sex merchandise is a hit worldwide

N E W S
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The phenomenon that is Fifty

 Shades of Grey can be summed

up with two figures although they

couldn't be more different: 4.1 and

237,700,000. The former is the

 rating that moviegoers and critics

have bestowed – or rather slapped

- onto the movie on the Internatio-

nal Movie Dababase (imdb.com).

The latter figure represents the film's

global box office in Dollar on

 Valentine's Day weekend. No

 movie has ever made that much

amount of money in such short

time in the month of February.

 Therefore, this is the figure that is

more interesting to the erotic trade

as it demonstrates how open

people have become about

 sexuality, and how accepting they

are of it, even in public. Either way,

the movie adaptation will continue

the success story that began with

the novels, and due to its release

on Valentine's Day, it has surely

 resulted in ringing cash tills for

 producers, distributors, and retailers

already. Let's just hope that this

new-found enthusiasm for be-

droom experimenting is not just a

flash in the pan but the next chap-

ter of a long-term development.

The Fifty Shades of Grey fever will

definitely continue to hold sway

over the market: The DVD and Blu-

ray release of the movie is due this

summer, and the second part of

the trilogy Fifty Shades Darker is

 speculated to be  released in

 February 2016. 

That’s it for this month!

Randolph Heil

Dear readers 

E L James with Lovehoney founders

Richard Longhurst and Neal Slateford 
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Copenhagen, Denmark - MaleEdge and Jes-Extender see a season trend repeating itself also

in 2015. With the marketing pitch of selling the penis extenders also as a man's ”personal trai-

ning device” it is being perceived by many clients as just this - as personal training devices. 

Brand penis extenders sell also as 
“getting into shape” devices

This way it seems that the penile growth products fit very

well with many of the new-year resolutions men make

for themselves. Traditionally January to April is the high-

season for getting into shape. This also shows itself in the

sales of the MaleEdge and Jes-Extender brands. “The way

to achieve the permanent growth result of our penis

 extenders is to follow a training regime during some

months, with the clinically documented effect of app.

30% growth during those months. We see a rise in sales

volume during the first 3-4 months of every new calender

year, and can see in our discussion with clients that many

see it to be a way to get “into shape” also for their penis”,

says Klaus Pedersen. “Comments like 'now I can train the

only part I have not been able to train before, and I will

 include this in my new year´s commitment to become

fitter' seems to be behind the surge in sales. Our personal

training planner, the Penis-O-meter, available on the brand

sites, are used by many clients to see what time/effort is

needed to reach their goals, re time pr. day/week and

the detailed setting of the devices etc.”

Almere, The Net-

herlands -  The

new Yeah I’m Single

box by TOYJOY Just

For You is designed

for lovers who cur-

rently don’t have a

partner, or who just desire some naughty ‘me-time’. The

box comes in a male and female version – both filled

with exciting TOYJOY products - and is now available at

Scala Playhouse. 

The Yeah I’m Single box for her comes in a glamourous

pink color and is filled with exciting pleasure providers.

Included are a vibrating egg, a stimulator, rose petals,

a quality thong, a water-based lubricant and a powerful

vibrator that will blow her mind!

The Yeah I’m Single box for him comes in a cool blue

color. It includes a masturbator, a vibrating cock ring,

stretchy cock rings, an erotic DVD, condoms, a water-

based lubricant and a prostate massager that will gua-

rantee him a night of pleasure and self-exploration!

MaleEdge & Jes-Extender 

N E W S

Yeah I’m Single!
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Bath,  England -  The Of f ic ia l  F i f ty  Shades of  Grey P leasure Col lect ion has  en joyed a

 mains t ream media b l i t z  that  i s  unprecedented fo r  the adul t  indus t r y.  The range,

 manufactured by Lovehoney and personal ly approved by E L James, has been featured

 repeatedly by leading European media outlets on TV, onl ine and in pr int.  

Official Fifty Shades of Grey Pleasure Collection Enjoys
Unprecedented European Mainstream Media Blitz

With the film dominating the

 International box office with a

record-breaking opening weekend,

the Official Fifty Shades of Grey

 products are set to be in demand

across Europe. With an impressive

190 million hits a month, the UK’s

most popular online news site, the

Mail Online, has featured the Official

Pleasure Collection in dozens of its

news articles in the past month - with

the range’s promotional video often

being included in any article

 referencing Fifty Shades of Grey. The

Telegraph also featured the Official

Pleasure Collection in their Fifty Sha-

des Valentine’s Day Gift Guide des-

cribing the range as the tools “to take

your erotic awakening from the page

to the bedroom". Whilst the London

Evening Standard showcased the

 official products in its ‘Fifty Shades of

Pleasure’ guide, describing them as

the best toys to “let your Fifty Shades

of Grey fantasies come to life”. Now

Magazine told its 2.5 million readers

that the items in the Official Pleasure

Collection were “the best-selling sex

toys in the UK since they launched”.

France’s second largest newspaper,

Le Figaro, recognises Lovehoney as

“the only company authorised to use

the Fifty Shades of Grey mark” and

identifies the popularity for the items

as a “craze”. Europe’s most watched

television channel TF1 featured a

number of Official Pleasure Collection

items online in their selection of

 Valentine’s Day essentials, read by

millions. AFP’s article describes Love-

honey’s Fifty Shades success as a “sex

toy boom”, highlighting the spikes in

sales experienced after each movie

trailer. The article was syndicated

across Europe and the rest of the

world. In Norway, Lovehoney’s trade

customers Kondomeriet were featu-

red on online TV channel, VGTV, exhi-

biting their fantastic point of sale

 displays and individual Pleasure

 Collection products to a large audi-

ence. Switzerland’s biggest free

 paper, 20min.ch, described the

range as “elegant” and “luxurious”.

Whilst Swiss newspaper, NZZ am

 Sonntag, featured product images

on the cover of their busi-

ness supplement and in

their article on official Fifty

Shades of Grey mer-

chandise. Denmark’s

TV2OJ news channel

showcased the line in its special

 seven-minute package on the

 success of Fifty Shades of Grey. The

clip showed many of the products

being demonstrated by a reporter

with full view of packaging and logos.

Lovehoney’s Commercial Director,

Ray Hayes said: “There really is no

 other brand in the industry getting this

kind of mainstream coverage on a

daily basis and with the film smashing

box office records, it can only get

bigger. We sold a million Fifty Shades

of Grey items in 2014 and we antici-

pate an even more successful 2015.”

Fifty Shades of Grey made $248.8m

at the worldwide box office in its ope-

ning weekend making it the highest

debut of 2015 and the 21st biggest

opening of all time. The film opened

at number one in 56 of the 57 coun-

tries where it was released and it

achieved the best result for an 18-

certificate film in UK history, with a first

night total of £4.6 million on Friday

13th February.  As well as the hugely

popular Official Pleasure Collection,

Lovehoney recently launched The Of-

ficial Red Room Collection, a range

of 10 high-quality leather bondage

items inspired by scenes from the film.

Lovehoney is credited in the Fifty Sha-

des of Grey movie as official supplier

of products seen in the Red Room. 

Media coverage on a daily basis 

N E W S
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The Official Fifty Shades of Grey Pleasure Collection has been featured

repeatedly by leading European media outlets on TV, online and in print
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Málaga, Spain - “We wanted to offer the per fect

tan´s l i t t le helper”,  says Steve f rom Global.

 Global has developed a new brand and One-A-

Day supplement range under the name of Tan

Tablets from their Shades of Love brand. "The

2015 launch reflects our commitment to deve-

loping new and exciting products that respond

to consumer trends." When it comes to tanning,

dermatologists have long suspected that most

people need an attitude adjustment. 

Be A Shade 
Of White No More!

Now, results of a new survey has confirmed that the

majority of people still idolize the bronzed look of a

tan despite wanting to protect themselves from skin cancer.

Tan Tablets range of supplements for men and women

with added L-Tyrosine. Melanin is made from an amino

acid known as L-tyrosine, and taking 1000 – 1500 mg of

this each day as a supplement can therefore help the

body tan quite naturally. Daily supplements help nourish

the skin from within, and as consumers are recommended

to take for a minimum of one to three months the repeat

sale is high. Tan Tablets for Him and Her are EU Health

Claim Approved and manufactured under a range of

accreditors, BRC Food Certified, GMP registered UK Factory,

and ISOQAR Registered. All product labelling is ensured to

be within EU Food Labelling Legislation. "We use what works!

Researched ingredients and researched po-

tencies. A completely natural supplement

containing added L-Tyrosine, which helps

boost the production of melanin, so redu-

cing the damaging effects of the sun."  The

new packaging is fresh and contemporary

and resonates with a younger target mar-

ket such as body builders, sports enthusi-

asts, and generally both men and women

who want that sexier look. The capsules

can be taken all year round, or just before

sun exposure, during and after. Contains

60 Capsules per bottle. Rrp £21.99. 

Tan Tablets for Him & Her

Global has developed a new brand and One-A-Day

supplement range under the name of Tan Tablets 
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Los Angeles, USA – The Screaming O has launched Phase 1 of a new product materials verifi-

cation and labeling process, which includes independent lab testing of its SEBS, sil icone and

other materials with new packaging that clearly labels each item’s cer tified components. 

The Screaming O Initiates Independent Product
Material Verification & Labeling Campaign

This education-focused cam-

paign is meant to quell any

misinformation relating to the

 stretchy materials used in its vibra-

ting rings, cock rings and other

mini vibes while promoting re-

sponsible manufacturing and

consumer confidence. As part of

its commitment to customers,

 retailers and consumers of all

kinds, The Screaming O has

 contracted an independent labora-

tory and a separate third-party verifier

to test each material in its catalog –

including ABS, SEBS, premium silicone,

and TPE. The first testing phase,

 conducted in December 2014, revea-

led that The Screaming O’s SEBS and

premium silicone are pure, non-toxic

and body-safe, and the company has

begun updating marketing, packa-

ging, websites and more to amend

any materials-related misinformation

that may be circulating. We choose

to manufacture much of our product

line out of pure SEBS in order to provide

quality alternatives for men, women

and couples who cannot afford (or do

not want) to drop more than $40 on a

rechargeable cock ring or clitoral vibe,”

The Screaming O Account Executive

Conde Aumann said. “Our products

serve as ‘gateway toys’ to consumers

looking to try something new – often

for the very first time – as well as more

experienced shoppers working with a

sex toy budget. And all who fall within

these realms deserve body-safe

 materials and quality construction,

which is why we are committed

to confirming the composition of

our materials with independent lab

testing.” The initial testing was

 sparked by miscommunication

 regarding the labeling of The

Screaming O’s SEBS material. Pre-

viously listed as “SEBS Silicone,” the

descriptions have been revised

and correctly labeled as pure, non-

 toxic, body-safe SEBS (no silicone pre-

sent) confirmed by hard data. “It’s so

exciting to have independent lab re-

sults (with third-party validation) to further

support our brand because The Screa-

ming O proudly stands behind each

of our products, and we want our cus-

tomers and partners to feel confident

to do the same,” Aumann said. “Plus,

we genuinely want everyone on the

planet to have better, more satisfying

sex and let The Screaming O be their

guide – or at least their gateway!”

New testing process promotes responsible manufacturing & consumer confidence

N E W S

The Screaming O has contracted an independent

laboratory to test each material in its catalog

Frankfurt, Germany - The new

 catalogue released by the Distra

Verlags und Vertriebs GmbH is

 available as of now. The publication

presents itself in a steel-grey 

cover and its contents can be

 describes as „even of higher quality

as before“ according to Jochaim Ko-

sian,  managing director of Distra. The

Frankfurt based company  presents

on 316 pages their whole range of

products. Further information for the

specialized trade can be found at 

www.distra-gmbh.com.

Distra releases new catalogue



Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Teddy Love, the cuddly teddy bear that doubles as a sex toy,

has become a worldwide phenomenon, and is now more readi ly avai lable to the European

market.  This week, Eropar tner became Teddy Love’s off icial  European dist r ibutor.  European

stores and websites wi l l  be able to buy Teddy Love Bears direct ly f rom Eropar tner without

incur r ing huge shipping costs that come with buying overseas. 

Eropartner & Teddy Love 
Team Up for European Distribution

“We’re very excited to be working with Eropartner,”

says Teddy Love creator and company owner,

Wendy Adams. “This will open up Teddy Love Bear to a

whole new market. Europeans love sex toys and Teddy

should be an even bigger hit in Europe. We’re looking

 forward to a long working relationship with Eropartner.”

Teddy Love Bear is 50 cm tall and is made out of polyester

fur. His muzzle is made from food grade TPE, which is

 hypoallergenic, non-toxic and phthalate free. Three AA

batteries are housed in Teddy’s back and they operate

Teddy’s 10 speed, whisper-quiet vibrating nose and tongue.

His motor is 1.5 watt max with 3.0 to 4.5 operating voltage.

Teddy Love can be easily cleaned with soap and water or

with an adult toy cleaners. Contact Eropartner via their

website at http://wholesale.eropartner.com/contact.php

or call them directly at +31 (0)228 82 00 00.

World's cuddliest love toy 

N E W S
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Stockholm, Sweden - LELO released a new trai ler and interactive

experience for Beyond the Wave star r ing Casper Van Dien and

slated for release in summer 2015. Beyond the Wave is the world’s

f i rs t  ever mainstream movie produced by a sex toy company, with

the trai ler released just before Valent ine’s Day and 50 Shades of

Grey–the two biggest moments for pleasure product sales in 2015. 

Sex Toy Brand LELO Releases Trailer for 
Mainstream Movie Starring Casper Van Dien

With the world’s attention focused

on BDSM, LELO’s intervention

aims to bring couples closer together,

both physically and emotionally, by

showing the value of perspective in

 relationships. Beyond the Wave, starring

Casper Van Dien, Emilie Ohana and

newcomer Zhu Wei Ling, follows one

man’s experience in a post-apoca-

lyptic world where men and women

choose to live apart. A chance mee-

ting with the young Noria sparks an

 unforgettable journey for Jacques, one

that shows him the importance of un-

derstanding another’s perspective. On

the surface it’s a love story, but deeper

than that, it’s a reminder on how to

 enrich relationships in an increasingly

individualistic and divided world. Ce-

lebrating the launch, BeyondThe-

WaveMovie.com also hosts an ex-

tended interactive trailer – the first ever

movie trailer that can only be watched

with a partner. Called the PlayTogether

experience, couples need to physi-

cally put their smartphones side by side

to lead the Beyond the Wave stars on

an interactive journey. Steve Thomson,

LELO’s Head of Marketing, explains:

“Our goal with Beyond the Wave is to

encourage couples to connect with

the story, and through the act of wat-

ching the movie itself. We hope the

twisting plot will inspire interpretations,

and show the richness of different per-

spectives. That’s also the thinking be-

hind PlayTogether: by bringing couples

closer, encouraging them not merely

to sit in the same room but engage

with each other’s point-of-view, the trai-

ler becomes a catalyst for a rich, sha-

red experience.” Despite not featuring

any LELO products, the movie’s name

was inspired by the brand’s Ina Wave

device. Thomson explains: "The back-

story is that many testers commented

that the Ina Wave was ‘better than sex’

or ‘there was no need for relationships

anymore’. That really got everyone at

LELO thinking hard about our brand’s

responsibility. What we want from this

movie is to go beyond what people

expect from a sex toy company and

help them get closer to their partner.

Of course at this time LELO sales are

booming with the ’50 Shades effect’,

but we want to show that physical con-

nections will be even more satisfying if

you also invest time in understanding

your partner’s perspective.”

Beyond the Wave 

N E W S
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Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - For

months, the world has been

eagerly awaiting the film premiere

of the bestselling novel Fifty Shades

of Grey. Millions of film-goers will be

flooding to the cinemas in the

 coming weeks to immerse themsel-

ves in the erotic adventures of Anas-

tasia Steel and Christian Grey. pjur,

 premium manufacturer for personal

lubricants, will present their best-

 selling product pjur Original on the

silver screen in a pre-show commer-

cial at all Cinemaxx theaters throug-

hout Germany. The company has

 modeled its style and sound on Fifty

Shades of Grey, thus conjuring up a

direct link to the film. The ad, thanks

to collaborating with the production

company Northwind Visuals

 Hoffman und Geibel GbR, is truly

one-of-a-kind. 

Fifty Shades of Grey: pjur in German cinemas 

The commercial is running in all

Cinemaxx theaters in Germany 
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Woodland Hills, USA - Big Teaze Toys has completely

redesigned its website (www.bigteazetoys.com). The

fresh layout offers faster, intuitive navigation with a

high degree of user-friendliness.

In addition, we have a new, easier product finder, and

 refreshed content & marketing materials. Our customer

support and consumer education sections are both in the

process of being updated with additional videos, press

and customer resources. Tony Levine, founder of Big Teaze

Toys has said, “In the last year we have been quietly

 preparing for a series of new product releases and services.

To start things off, we are pleased to announce a new

 improved web site, built from the ground up to aid and

 inform both our customers and consumers.”

Flensburg, Germany - ORION exclusive fashion

for extravagant women – is what the well-

known “Cottelli Collection” stands for. High qua-

lity fashion for women who are a bit different

and want to show this off – women who are

sexy, stylish and seductive! That also goes

for women who have a few more curves

than other women because they also

have beautiful assets that deserve to be

in the limelight. That is why, due to the

 increase in demand, the “Cottelli

 Collection” is being expanded to offer

more lingerie in larger sizes: seductive

suspender sets with fancy functions,

thrilling and exciting lingerie dresses and

chemises, as well as figure flattering

panties made out of corset fabric with

a layer of delicate lace over the top are

just some of the highlights from the new

“Cottelli Collection” for curvy women.

www.bigteazetoys.com 

Cottelli Collection

Big Teaze Toys 
announces new website 
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Rome, I taly -  Created specif ical ly for anal pleasure, the l ine is  “t rendy, color ful  and safe"

as the customers themselves told the creators af ter t r y ing the product. The basic idea was

to create a s ingle l ine dedicated to women but also to couples and gay customers.  “From

the success of the l ine of di ldos Jammy Jel ly,  which were sold l ike hot cakes, we got the

idea to expand the l ine for the pleasure of the behind: we thought about customers who

star t  f rom zero, to the middle t ier user and what they want at a more advanced level”,

says Fabio Pi lastr ini ,  product manager at MSX.

Jammy Jelly Anal is the recent 
best-selling line by TOYZ4LOVERS 

The line of 35 products includes:

Big Anal Plugs, vibrating and non-

vibrating toys, balls and finger plugs.

TOYZ4LOVERS drew every single

 product with the pleasure of the

 customers in mind. The concept,

 developed in their Italian office, was

prepared by a staff of designers and

creative experts. The team took in-

spiration from the novel “The Surren-

derer” by Toni Bentley: "You open your

ass and you open your mind and

you open your heart." The designers

Made by MSX

N E W S
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to refer to a sin-

gle Toyz4Lovers

line for all Anal

products.

started from a series of sketches, full

of originality and creativity and let

themselves be guided by Bentley: "A

man must have confidence in him-

self and his cock, to fuck a woman

in the ass. If he does not have this

control, his cock will direct the action;

he will move too quickly, hurt the

once-willing woman, and rarely,

rightly, he will be given a second

chance. Soon the line will be enri-

ched with a series of new and playful

products, so customers will be able
The Jammy Jelly Anal line

will be expanded soon 

Wimbourne, Eng-

land - “We’ve

always been big fans

of the Allure Kitten

range and our custo-

mers love the combi-

nation of girly glamour

with a sharp and sexy

edge. We always aim to please when

it comes to the variety in our ranges,

and thanks to customer feedback

we’re proud to announce that we’re

now stocking the Allure Kitten Plus Size

range too”, says Glenn Wilde. Allure is

a stunning lingerie brand and the Kit-

ten collection is all about chic, sleek

fits that show off your figure. The Kitten

Plus size range is cut-to-curve and

 designed to give every girl the confi-

dence she needs for a complete

 carnal coup in the bedroom. “You

can expect plenty from our Kitten Plus

Sized range including wet look fabrics,

halter necklines, plunging cuts and

mesh detail for a soft and sensual

 finish. The range is unapologetically

sexy and we know our customers love

a fit that flatters! The detail on this

range really makes it stand out – from

slashes and perfectly placed zips to

zig-zag tie fronts and seductive panel

detailing. An ultra sexy plus sized

range makes the Allure Kitten brand

even more accessible to our custo-

mers and we know they’ll love the

curve-confident cuts, the dark dra-

matic fabrics and the sultry finishes

that make this collection a favourite.

The Kitten range has sold very well for

us,” explains Glenn Wilde. “And now

the range is accessible to even more

of our customer’s customers.”

Kitten Range – Plus size, now in stock
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Hitchin, England - XTrader is  pleased to an-

nounce its new par tnership with leading Electro

Stimulation brand Electrastim. Electrastim is a

leading brand within its f ield and an obvious

choice when looking to fil l the gap for high qua-

lity Electrosex products within its range. Elect-

rastim is now available for drop ship and whole-

sale ordering f rom www.dropshipping.co.uk.

Claire Bowden,

head buyer says,

“The Electrast im

range fits amazin-

gly well amongst

our assor tment of

bondage and fe-

tish products and

holds a large per-

centage of our

overall sales.

XTrader welcomes
Electrastim

We feel Electrastim pave the way for Electro

Stimulation products and we are extremely happy to

welcome the brand aboard.” XTrader has taken on Electras-

tim’s top selling lines including the Noir range of black silicone

Electrosex products that are all compatible with their Stimula-

tion Boxes. Noir is a silicone Electrosex sex toy collection; these

include the Lula Jiggle Balls and the Ovid G-Spot dildo. This

range of silicone toys fit in perfectly with the release of Fifty

Shades of Grey as Electrastim offers something for the

more adventurous couples. Offering these products is the

next step in expanding niche fetish ranges for XTrader. Elect-

rosex is for both men and women to enjoy better sex, stimu-

lating the nerve endings in the erogenous zones, creating

sensual tingles and deep contractions. Dave Parker from Elect-

rastim says, “ XTrader is the perfect fit for my business and we

are thrilled that they felt the same. We look forward to working

together and building a strong relationship.”

www.dropshipping.co.uk

Electrastim is now available for drop ship

and wholesale ordering 
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Horbury, England - Bathmate are delighted to

 announce the signing of an exclusive distribution

contract with Buccone China Ltd. Tim Brown Brand

 Manager at Bathmate met with Mingta Tsai of Buccone

at ANME to discuss the collaboration. Tim said "We have

been looking for a distribution partner for South East

Asia for some time. Mingta comes highly recommen-

ded and having spoken at length to Mingta it became

apparent we couldn't have a better partner." Mingta

added "I have watched Bathmates progress

for some time and I am impressed with their

quality products and distributor support."

Bathmate will display its range of products

on Buccones booth at this year's ADC Expo

in Shanghai. For more information on joining

the Bathmate success story in South East

Asia email info@buccone.com.

Bathmate: Distribution
deal with Buccone
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St Albands, England - Sensuous, an Australian brand of romance consumables has been stocked

by UK distributor Net 1on1 Wholesale for over a year with great success. As the product range

 expands and develops, the team at Net 1on1 have been working hard to make sure that customers

are sufficiently educated of the benefits, resulting in boosted sales across the board. 

Net 1on1 Wholesale Promote
Value of Sensuous Frenzy and Edge

After making recent changes to the Frenzy and Edge

packaging, the wholesaler was quick to offer re-

 training to their customers, reminding and updating them

to the full benefits of the Frenzy and Edge products, quality

female and male stimulation gels. Sebastian Gonzalez,

Sales Manager says,  “It’s important that we grow and

adapt as brands and their products do, so that we’re able

to support them to our fullest as they evolve. We pride

 ourselves on keeping our customers updated and edu-

cated when it comes to product USPs, as we know, and

they do, that this sort of knowledge ultimately drives sales.“

Sensuous changed their packaging for Frenzy and Edge

following consumer feedback, and as a result can now

offer a product which lasts longer, is easier to use and

 enhances the customer experience. Keith Jones from

 Sensuous HQ adds, “We wanted to help customers

 understand the value of the product. With traditional Lido-

caine based sprays you are lucky to get about 7 to 10

uses out of a bottle, the new Edge packaging has around

30 applications which still represents fantastic value!”

New packaging 
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Sensuous changed their packaging for Frenzy and

Edge following consumer feedback

From now on Buccone China Ltd. distributes

Bathmate in South East Asia 
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Mont real ,  Canada − SHUNGA E rot ic  A r t

 launched new fragrances and f lavours in their

sensual massage oi ls,  edible massage oi ls and

l ip  g loss  categor ies .  Shunga now of fe rs  a

 Monoi sensual massage oi l  that wi l l  make you

feel as i f  you are in Tahit i .

New Shunga products

Ideal for giving or receiving a soothing

massage intermingled with sensual

 caresses; this 100% natural oil with its

intoxicating fragrance glides easily

and smoothly over the skin without

leaving any greasy residue. With the

fresh smell of the Tahiti flower, relax

and enjoy this delightful aroma.

Shunga has also created two new

Organica oils made with 100%

certified organic ingredients. Into-

xicating Chocolate and Almond

Sweetness are edible, non greasy

and will not clog skin pores. They are made from pure

cold-pressed oils and contain no mineral or animal oils.

These two new flavors will be succulent especially on your

partner’s skin. Discover the new Coconut Divine Oral Plea-

sure Gloss. Applied on the lips, this lip gloss lets you experi-

ence the joys of giving or receiving the divine sensation of

oral pleasure. The warming/cooling effect of the gloss is

designed to sensitize and excite both the male and female

intimate areas by maintaining a stimulating sensation right

up to the point of orgasm. The gloss intensifies oral pleasure

for him and her and has an amazing Coconut Water taste

too! “We create the highest quality products possible to be

sure couples have exciting and unforgettable experiences

each time with them” says Sylvain Séguin, president of Eau

Zone.  Under Eau Zone’s own control and procedures,

SHUNGA’s products meet and exceed worldwide regulation

standards followed by FDA, Health Canada, European

 Cosmetic Directive and other country regulation offices.

“In my mind, it makes no doubt that the success we en-

counter worldwide is in part because we control every step

of the production & design!” concluded Mr. Seguin.

New fragrances & flavours 
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Los Angeles, USA - The Screaming O has introduced the Ofinity and Ofinity Plus, two unique

cock rings featuring dual-isolation design for improved erection enhancement. These stretchy

one-size-fits-most sex toys slow blood flow to the penis and testicles with separate snug-tight

rings that help men last longer in the bedroom while providing enhanced sensitivity.

The Screaming O Introduces ‘Ofinity’ &
‘Ofinity Plus’ Dual-Isolation Erection Rings

And with the option of vibration

with the Ofinity Plus, couples can

add powerful stimulation to the situa-

tion for an intensely enjoyable expe-

rience. The Ofinity and Ofinity Plus of-

fer concentrated constriction that

helps give men (almost) eternal

erections with a unique figure-8

 design never before seen in the

 industry. Users stretch the top ring

around the shaft and the bottom ring

around the testicles and position the

connecting piece comfortably in

between. The Ofinity Plus features a

bonus mini motor that massages the

sensitive area between the shaft and

testicles for users looking for additional

stimulation that can be felt throug-

hout both rings – and by both part-

ners. “The unique design of the Ofinity

series came to us in a stroke of genius

and we were so excited about the

response during our R&D process,”

The Screaming O representative

Conde Aumann said. “The Ofinity

 provides some of the most effective

erection enhancement on the mar-

ket, while the Ofinity Plus becomes

the ultimate vibrating cock ring with

the push of a button! No matter what

consumers’ tastes may be, one thing

is for sure: the Ofinity and Ofinity Plus

are incredibly versatile and help

 promote stronger orgasms, harder

erections, and longer-lasting sex with

almost no limits!” The Ofinity and Ofi-

nity Plus can be worn in multiple ways

to enhance sensation for each part-

ner, depending on what kind of ex-

perience they desire. Each package

features easy-to-understand “how to

wear” diagrams so users can choose

how they want to enjoy their new

Screaming O – or try both to find their

favorite! And as with all stretchy Screa-

ming O products, the Ofinity and

 Ofinity Plus are made with lab-tested

body-safe SEBS to assure a quality,

body-safe experience that men and

women of all kinds can enjoy.

New c-rings feature never-before-seen figure-8 design for improved functionality
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The Ofinity Plus is waterproof and features

replaceable AG10 batteries that buzz for

more than an hour

Almere, The Netherlands - Several

new exciting sleeve sets have

been added to the TOYJOY Classics

Collection. With various designs,

 featuring a single or double bullet,

there is a sleeve set for every prefe-

rence. The Double Tickler Sleeve Set

provides dual stimulation; one sleeve

offers extra support, but the fun really

starts with the second sleeve that has

two vibrating bullets attached. The

bottom bullet provides stimulation for

him, the upper bullet has a buzzing

clit bunny that will send her through

the roof. Is your customer looking for

sleeves at an entry level? TOYJOY

Classics also has several sleeve sets

that hold a second sleeve with a

 single bullet, or a cock ring instead of

the second sleeve. The new sleeves

are designs from the TOYJOY Classics

line; a range that contains a great

 selection of toys for your fun-loving

customers. It’s colorful, affordable and

really stands out thanks to its unusual

milk carton packaging. 

New TOYJOY Classics sleeve sets
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Chatswor th, USA — Pipedream’s much-anticipated Bonnie Rot-

ten Signature Col lect ion is  now in-stock and shipping world-

wide. The exclusive 12-piece col lect ion is  the f i rs t  ever toy

l ine for the award-winning adult  superstar,  who has over 230k

twit ter fol lowers and was named AVN’s Per former of the Year.  

Bonnie Rotten Signature Collection Now
in Stock and Shipping

With unique, one-of-kind creati-

ons that capture every detail

of Bonnie’s likeness, down to her

 famous tattoos, the line is a must-

have addition to any store’s celebrity

collection. “Bonnie is one of the big-

gest names in adult. She’s on top of

her game right now, and she’s

teamed up with the biggest name

in novelties,” said Brian Sofer, Pipe-

dream’s Director of Digital Marketing.

“We’re excited to offer her collection

to the rest of the world and we

 encourage customers to get their

orders in while supplies last.” From

 lifelike squirting masturbators and

 inflatable dolls to full-figured Bonnie

torsos and handheld strokers, the

collection has everything you need

to capitalize on the industry’s sexiest

new starlet. Watch Bonnie squirt with

the Fuck Bonnie Silly, a full-figured

 lifelike mega-masturbator that squirts

with each squeeze, or get up close

and personal with Bonnie’s very own

lifelike love doll, the Bonnie

Rotten Fantasy Fuck Doll. With real

hair, a beautiful face molded

 directly from Bonnie, and almost

every one of her sexy tattoos, this is

the ultimate blow-up Bonnie replica!

Fans can create their own fantasy

flick with Bonnie’s Make-A-Porno Kit,

an incredible all-in-one kit that

 includes Bonnie’s temporary tattoos,

a penis extension, Bonnie’s deep

throat spray, lube, stockings, mask

and cat o’nine tails. “Our 12-piece

planogram is the perfect way to

create a Bonnie destination and

welcome profit center in your store,”

said Briana Honz, Director of Visual

Merchandising. “Stores that carry

Bonnie’s DVD should cross promote

the collection with her merchandise

and show the two lines together,

and stores that don’t will still benefit

from the eye-catching packaging

and Bonnie’s loyal fan-base.”
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Bonnie Rotten is definitely one of the

biggest names in the adult industry 

Nijmegen, The Netherlands  – CLS

Healthcare has launched a new

product: Explicit

Blue, a food supple-

ment for men. Expli-

cit blue helps to sti-

mulate an erection,

and it improves se-

xual performance

and desire thanks to the ingredients

used. Explicit Blue is a food supple-

ment that contains her-

bals and vitamins. It

helps to induce an

erection and it improves

the sexual performance

and desire thanks to

 Ginseng and Maca. Ex-

plicit Blue contributes to a reduction

of tiredness thanks to Vitamin C and

B3. You can take two tablets with

 sufficient water once a day, approxi-

mately thirty minutes before activity. 

Explicit Blue is available in packages

of two pieces. The suggested retail

price of Explicit Blue is 14.99 EURO.

CLS Healthcare introduces Explicit Blue

Watch Sales Rise With Pipedream’s Exclusive Hardcore Honey

CLS Healthcare BV is looking for wholesalers

that would like to distribute Explicit Blue
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Los Angeles, USA - Boutique adult  toy brand

B Swish has expanded their  Deluxe Line of

personal massagers with some excit ing new

offer ings. Al ready popular amongst the new

releases, the Bwi ld Deluxe Bunny possesses

the high qual i ty luxury feel and look B Swish

is known for but not a high-end pr ice tag.

B Swish Releases 
The All New Bwild Deluxe Bunny 

The Bwild Deluxe Bunny is the first rabbit styled

 massager to join B Swish’s Deluxe Line. The Bwild

 Deluxe Bunny has dual motors and 6-functions for

 maximum pleasure. Waterproof and made from silky

all over  silicone, the shaft’s uniquely contoured head

will fill the sweet spot you desire, while the bunny's

 velvety smooth tickly ears and pinpoint precise nose

will drive you wild. Many of the massagers featured in

the Deluxe Line originally debuted in 2007 with B Swish’s

conception and then went through a transformation

in 2012 and 2013 with 2nd generation massagers

being released. Since this transformation of B Swish’s

Deluxe Line, all of the massagers are now 6-

functions, waterproof, battery operated, made from

body-safe silicone, and come with all new packaging.

Jae, In-House Health Educator at B Swish, says “The

Bwild Deluxe Bunny is an all new product to join our

Deluxe Line; it is wonderfully powerful and has a soft

silky silicone finish. The shape is perfect for beginner,

intermediate and advance users alike, and it features

6-functions, which are scrolled through using a red

back-light controller with a separate off switch. The

 fashion forward colors and affordable price-point make

the Bwild Deluxe Bunny a must-stock”.

A welcome addition to the Deluxe Line for B Swish,

these new rabbits come in an assortment of blue

 Lagoon, Raspberry and Jade, which all look great

when merchandised on a wall together.  For online

 retailers, Educational Product Videos are available

 together with online resources.  

Maximum pleasure
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The Bwild Deluxe Bunny is the first rabbit styled

massager to join B Swish’s Deluxe Line
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Los Angeles, USA  – Cali fornia Exotic Novelt ies gets scandalous with new Scandal Collection

items. From the Scandal Red Room Kit  to the Scandal Over the Bed Cross,  these addit ions

turn up the heat and t ie the user up in a sensational scandal.

California Exotic Novelties 
Gets More Scandalous

Susan Colvin, President

and CEO of California

Exotic Novelties,

says, “Scandal

has quickly be-

come one of the most talked about

fetish brands. Scandal was made with

quality in mind, while also being

 seductively attractive. It is a compre-

hensive fetish range that offers some-

thing for all levels of play. People love

the luxurious brocade, the soft

 padding, the pretty lace trim and the

velvety interior that feels amazing

against the skin. We want to expand

this collection to take fantasy play to a

whole new level!” To illustrate the

 incredible functions, as well as all the

benefits of the collection, California

Exotic Novelties has produced Scandal

product videos.  The videos are great

to show consumers and are available

to play on in-store video screens.  The

videos can be found on the Scandal

product pages of the website and on

www.CalExotics.TV. Some of the most

striking new items include: the Scandal

Over the Bed Cross and the Scandal

Over the Door Cross—these cross style

straps can attach to a bed as large

as a California King or securely to a

 regular to oversized door  and include

totally adjustable and detachable uni-

versal wrist and ankle cuffs,  the Scan-

dal Collar Body Restraint — this luxurious

collar with detachable universal cuffs

and adjustable restraints has a reversi-

ble design to wear in front or in back,

the Scandal Posture Collar with Cuffs—

a luxurious collar dual-sided collar with

universal buckle and detachable cuffs,

and the Scandal Bicep Restraint—to-

tally adjustable, easy to use and easy

to release bicep cuffs to hold the user

in place. “These new items in the Scan-

dal Collection are here just in time for

the next Fifty Shades craze coming up

with the release of the movie,” says

Jackie White, Vice President of Sales

for California Exotic Novelties. “The pa-

ckaging tells a story with stunning pho-

tography that looks incredible when

placed on a store wall together. I highly

suggest using our free Visual Merchan-

dising Plans to maximize the impact

of Scandal on the store wall.” Must-

have accessories have also been

 added to the collection. Donning the

signature red and black brocade, the

Scandal Bull Whip and Scandal Feat-

her Crop combine luxury with kink. Also

new to the collection is the re-usable,

versatile, multi-purpose, and self-ad-

hesive bondage tape sized for lovers

—Scandal Lovers Tape, which can be

found in signature black and red.

New Pieces Added to the Popular Scandal Collection
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Flensburg, Germany -  – Beate Uhse

is off to a great start in 2015; we

have set up an exclusive distribution

agreement with a new partner in South

Korea. Beate Uhse is thrilled to have

entered the partnership that will allow

its popular brands – such as TOYJOY

and Mae B – to ex-

plore the Asian mar-

ket. Beate Uhse is loo-

king forward to broadening their hori-

zon. Proud entrepreneur Josef Du-Ill Kim

will be taking the first steps into building

the brand Beate Uhse in South Korea.

Beate Uhse will serve as a wholesaler

but also cater to the end-consumer

market. In the near future, the citizens

of South Korea will be able to purchase

their favorite Beate Uhse products and

enjoy all their pleasurable features.

Berry Koldewijn, Director Beathe Uhse

Wholesale, is excited about the new

agreement. Koldewijn: “We’re really

happy about starting this new business

opportunity in South Korea and the

chance to introduce our products on

the South Korean market.” Beate Uhse

South Korea will include distributing in-

house developed toy lines, drugstore

items and lingerie pieces.  

Beate Uhse will soon be starting in South Korea
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San Francisco, USA  – J immyjane is pleased to announce that Luz Acosta has joined their

team as the new Account Executive for Nor th America. Throughout her career,  Acosta has

worked with nat ional retai lers  where she excel led in sales growth, education, t raining,

 promotions and development of staff  for leading beauty corporat ions including Lancôme,

Bourjois,  Lorac, Lola, Bumble & Bumble, Too Faced, Sephora and Boscia. 

Luz Acosta Joins Jimmyjane 

With an extensive back-

ground the beauty,

 fashion and wellness catego-

ries, Acosta will now be app-

lying her skill set to elevate

Jimmyjane into the leading

premium, pleasure product

brand in the US.  Working

closely with Alicia Sin-

clair, VP of Worldwide

Sales and Business

Development at

Jimmyjane, Acosta

will be responsible

for support and

growth of new and existing retail

 partners in North America.  “I have

had the pleasure of working with Luz

in previous roles, and have seen what

she is capable of. Her creative

 approach to sales and marketing

concepts for retailers is

going to make her a terrific

asset to our team,”

stated Robert Rheaume,

President of Jimmyjane.

Acosta’s passion for the

beauty and wellness

category started

early in her professio-

nal life. She received

her cosmetology

 license at the young

age of 18, and

continued her edu-

cation graduating

from F.I.D.M (The Fashion Institute of

Design & Merchandising) with a

 degree in Cosmetics & Fragrance

Marketing.  Acosta began her sales

career as a counter rep for Bourjois

Cosmetics. 

Within two years she was a top

 Account Executive for the brand. She

spent the next four years establishing

herself in the Sales and Education field

before transitioning to other brands

such as Lorac, Lola, Bumble&Bumble

and Too Faced. Acosta also spent

time as Skincare Specialist for Sephora

and working with national retailers

 including Macys, Sephora, Ulta, Planet

Beauty, Dillard’s, Nordstrom and many

independent boutiques across the

U.S. “My true passion has always been

to empower women to feel confident

in their own skin,” said Acosta, “with

Jimmyjane an eccentric, sexy, sophis-

ticated brand that empowers women

and couples to open doors to inti-

macy and empower individuals to

feel confident with their own

sexuality.”

Account Executive for North America
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Luz Acosta 

Flensburg, Germany - Naughty,

very erotic lingerie at amazing pri-

ces – that’s what MANDY-MYSTERY-Lin-

gerie stands for! Right now six of the

top-selling lingerie items come with a

love toy as an erotic companion – of

course, in trusted promotional packa-

ging and at amazing prices.

Mandy-Mystery-Lingerie is pure sexi-

ness and suitable for every occasion

– it also turns every woman into

an erotic queen. The lingerie is

made out of elastic material

so that it fits every shape and

that’s why the lingerie can be

offered in the practical standard

sizes S-L. 

The new sets, in combination with the

love toy, promise an exciting evening

– also perfect for ‘first-timers’ with love

toys! For orders

and further infor-

mation please

contact: 

ORION Wholesale, 

Mr Hauke Christiansen, 

phone 0049-461-5040 210, 

fax 0049-461-5040 244, 

e-mail: hchristiansen@orion.de, 

www.orion-grosshandel.com

MANDY MYSTERY lingerie & toys
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St Albans, England - S ince taking on the

Of f ic ia l  F i f ty  Shades of  Grey P leasure

 Col lect ion in September 2014, Net 1on1

Wholesale has worked very closely with

both the i r  cus tomers  and suppl ie r,

 Lovehoney to  achieve great  sa les  and

marketing results.

Net 1on1 Wholesale Get The Full Fifty
Shades Effect

The St Albans based distributor

 supplies all of the sub-collections

underneath E L James’s officially licen-

sed brand, across the UK and EU and

has benefitted from steady sales since

the range arrived. More recently, the

Limited Edition Red Room Collection

stunned staff and customers alike as it

sold out within twenty-four hours of

 reaching the warehouse. With limited

stock available, units were snapped

faster than trade publications could

publish the news of its arrival. As well as

making sure that stock levels are high

enough to meet demand, Net 1on1

sales manager Sebastian Gonzalez

worked closely with the Oxford Street

branch of Harmony and Lovehoney’s

General Sales Manager, Jim Primrose

to achieve an eye-catching successful

window display, featuring Fifty Shades

of Grey merchandise. Primrose says,

“Oxford Street is a shop window to the

world and Harmony have once again

provided a platform for everyone to

see Fifty Shades of Grey, offering a

pleasant and inviting environment to

view the official collection for both their

regular consumers as well as at-

tracting new mainstream shoppers to

their beautiful store which includes the

exclusive limited edition Fifty Shades of

Grey Red Room Collection. This, our

first major collaboration with Net 1on1,

has delighted everyone at Lovehoney.

Author E L James also showed her

 approval and tweeted an image of

the window to her 800,000 followers.”

Speaking of the strong relationship that

has been forged between, Lovehoney

and Net 1on1 Wholesale, Tony

 Gonzalez, Managing Director says, “We

knew from the start that Fifty Shades

was going to have a major impact on

our industry, so being able to fulfill our

customer’s needs and help make

 history with this world renowned brand

has been a thrilling experience to say

the least. We’ve collectively enjoyed

working with Jim and his team, as well

as Harmony to achieve such great

 results. Personally, I’m still star-struck from

meeting the lady behind it all herself

at the official launch too!”

Booming business thanks to the movie 
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Sebastian (left) and Tony Gonzalez (right) with E L James 

Ni j m e g e n,

The Nether-

lands  – Safe

launches a new

m a s s a g e

candle with the

name Seduction

and it has a

 seductive vanilla scent. Besides the

current massage candles Green Twist

(Appletini), Spiri-

tual (Bamboo

Water Lily) and

Desire (Spring

Blossom) this is the

fourth fragrance

candle which is

available from

now on. Also this new massage

candle can be enjoyed together.

Once you light the candle, the room

will be filled with the vanilla scent of

the candle. After you have blown out

the flame of the candle, the contai-

ner is filled with an extraordinarily

gentle massage oil.

This new Safe Massage Candle is

available at Eropartner. The sugges-

ted retail price of the Safe Massage

Candle Seduction is 14.99 EURO.

New: Safe Massage Candle Seduction

Seduction, the new massage candle

from Safe, is available at Eropartner 
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London, England - Fi f ty Shades of Grey author E L James was guest of honour at the launch

Coco de Mer 's  Red Room Collect ion - a l imited edit ion range of 10 bondage pieces inspi-

red by the Fi f ty Shades of Grey movie. 

E L James launches Coco de Mer's Fifty
Shades of Grey Red Room Collection

The writer helped to create the

range and joined staff at the party

at London's exclusive Coco de Mer

erotic boutique on Tuesday, February

3. E L James has worked closely with

owners of Coco's sister company,

 Lovehoney, to create all the Official

Fifty Shades sex merchandise. She

said: "It was fun. The Lovehoney guys

(co-owners Richard Longhurst and

Neal Slateford) are such a pleasure

to work with. They have got a great

sense of humour and they really get

the Fifty Shades brand." At the party, E

L James  was presented with a front

page by Slateford and

Longhurst to cele-

brate 1 million sales

of Official Fifty

Shades pro-

ducts. She hap-

pily signed

books for Love-

honey and

Coco staff be-

fore jetting off

on a worldwide

press tour for the Fifty Shades movie.

The Red Room Collection comprises

of a blindfold, paddle, cane, crop,

flogger, wrist cuffs, ankle cuffs, sprea-

der bar, mouth gag and hog tie,

handcrafted from top quality leather

and retailing between £50 and £100.

All the items come with luxury bran-

ded dust bags and leather tags. Lucy

Litwack, Coco's managing director,

said: "This luxury range of leather bon-

dage equipment is inspired by what

Christian Grey has in the Red Room

in the Fifty Shades film and has been

designed with E L James.“ Coco de

Mer and Lovehoney are both credi-

ted in the movie an official supplies

of Red Room products.

One million Official Fifty Shades products sold 
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Neal Slateford, Lucy Litwack (Managing Director

Coco de Mer), E L James, and Richard Longhurst 

California Exotic Novelties offers Entice Accessories product videos on

the Entice product pages of the website and on www.CalExotics.TV

Los Angeles, USA

– California Exo-

tic Novelties Califor-

nia Exotic Novelties

offers new products

in the

Entice Accessory Collection. The

 products are available just in time for

the fresh wave of the Fifty Shades

Craze anticipated from the forth -

coming movie.

Susan Colvin, President of

California Exotic Novel-

ties, explains, “Women all

over the world are capti-

vated by the idea of expe-

riencing their own Fifty Shades

 fantasy. Our team of all-female

product developers created the

perfect assemblage of products to

do just that…and so much more. I

know they’ll love the gorgeous rose

gold accents, luxurious vegan-

 leather and unparalleled quality that

Entice Accessories delivers.”

Jackie White, Vice President of Sales

for California Exotic Novelties, says,

“Entice Accessories is a great

 collection to devote an end-cap or

a window display to. I highly recom-

mend getting your orders in soon;

this collection is moving fast!”

California Exotic Novelties Now More Enticing
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Beneden-Leeuwen, The Nether lands -  Shots  Media,  int roduces a new anal  cream

 cal led Anal Ese – anal cream. This cream is an anal cream formula, which has been

improved on three dif ferent levels.  Anal Ese – anal cream feels creamy, i t  comfor ta-

bly numbs sensit ive areas, and also has a f resh minty scent.  

Product introduction: Anal Ese - anal cream

Anal sex has become more comfortable, but also a

lot safer, when Anal Ese – anal cream is applied.

Anal Ese – anal cream reduces possible irritant effects

of anal sex in three ways; Firstly, it shortly numbs the

anus cell's sensitivity by a slightly anesthetizing effect to

the skin. The special composition of the cream, dimi-

nishes any painful sensations that might take place in

the anal area. Secondly, for safety. It is important that a

lubricant is able to reduce the friction between the penis

and the anus down to a minimum. Anal Ese – anal

cream has a higher level of slipperiness, making anal

sex slicker, slipperier, comfier and thus safer.

The fear of pain or tear or discomfort is

gone. Thirdly, a fresher minty scent was ad-

ded to Anal Ese – anal cream, to do away

with nasty odours, which can sometimes

occur when anal sex is not well prepared.

The new Anal Ese – anal cream is on a

water basis and is condom safe. Anal Ese

– anal cream is available in 50 ml dis-

penser bottles and are now in stock. Shots

Media has enough Anal Ese on shelves to meet popular

demand. This new anal product by Shots Media is part

of their Touché erotic product line. The Touché brand is

a product line with an exclusive appeal, which exists of

a variety of over a hundred different erotic items, ranging

from toys, performance oils, massage oils, to cosmetics,

lubes and many more. For orders, contact Shots Media

at +31 (0) 487 519 333, or via info@shotsmedia.nl. To

order directly have your sales manager send a fax to

+31 (0) 487 591 573. Or visit www.shotsmedia.nl.

New in the Touché product line 
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Almere, The Netherlands -

Double D gets a whole new

meaning thanks to the new

 Double Digger Dong, now ready

to order in purple! You might

 already know the Double Digger Dong, before only avai-

lable in clear color. The clear version has been a best-

seller in the TOYJOY Classics assortment for quite some

time and Scala Playhouse expects the purple version to

sell just as quickly, considering it is one of the best selling

toy colors. It is now ready to order at Scala Playhouse. 

Double Digger Dong
now available in purple
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Sevilla, Spain - With a host of new products introduced this

year, including the new Fleshlight Girls Jenna Jameson “The

Queen of the Porn” and Christy Mack, the company also

 added some new devices like the Launchpad and PhoneStrap,

which allow consumers to experience a new perspective on

penetration. The Fleshlube Ice and Fire, Stamina & Endurance

Value Pack are some of the new products that have been

 added to the Fleshlight range.

2014 has been a fantastic year for
 Fleshlight International SL

“2014 has been a great year for

us,” claimed Fleshlight Euro-

pean Sales Manager Miguel Capilla.

“Our overall sales have climbed by

30% in comparison with 2013 and

we expect good growth prospects for

2015 since our numbers kept clim-

bing. We broke our sales records last

November as Distributors and Retailers

were preparing for the Christmas and

Valentine’s Day Rush.”

In addition to the new products intro-

duced in 2014, Fleshlight is gearing

up to launch hottest novelties this year.

The company has just announced its

recent partnership with Kiiroo in order

to launch the Onyx + Pearl experi-

ence. Fleshlight has made a special

sleeve just for Onyx, creating a unique

user experience utilizing their patented

SuperSkin material. Kiiroo’s technology

will now allow consumers not only to

communicate in real time but to pass

the sense of touch through pleasure

products in real time. Both devices

are set to start shipping from 1st Feb-

ruary. With huge pre-orders already

placed, Fleshlight predicts that 2015,

may be their biggest and busiest year.

Furthermore, some others new re-

leases are ready to be launched

soon, for example the new Fleshlight

Warmer. One of the best things you

can do with the Fleshlight to take it to

the next level of pleasure is make it

warm. So far, the commonly accep-

ted way to do this was by soaking the

Fleshlight sleeve in hot water for about

5 minutes. With the new Fleshlight War-

mer, you can get a nice, non-stop

warm feeling just by introducing the

sleeve in this electronic device for a

few minutes. Moreover, everything is

ready for the Fleshlight Go launching.

This is a small version of the standard

Fleshlight, but lighter & more discrete.

Made with the SuperSkin material, their

cases have been designed such as

those of the Fleshlight range (black &

ice will be available), although their

size is similar to the Flight’s cases.

High expectations for 2015 
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Fleshlight's European Sales Manager

Miguel Capilla 

Hanover, Germany - Since over

40 years are PENISEX and

 CLITORISEX on the market and have

been developed further as time

went by. Already 1974 PENISEX was

introduced by

the media.

Today the con-

sumer can

choose between pills, ointments,

creams and stimulation-gels. The

PENISEX pills are designed to

 increase the male lust while the oint-

ment can be applied on the spot

to support a stronger erection. The

main quality of the creme is

an  heighten sexual sensation. The

ingredients also possess an

 protective and stabilizing effect.  -

Developed with the female needs

in mind can the CLITORISEX-stimu-

lation-gel not only be used as a

 lubricant, but also create a tingling

sensation when applied directly to

the clitoris. It is condom-safe and its

property help to keep the female

genital region in shape.

PENISEX and CLITORISEX celebrate 40 years of success
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North Hollywood, USA / Mumbai, India - Doc Johnson has signed an exclusive agreement with

 Mumbai-based Company, Digital E-Life for the distribution of its best-selling lines of adult products

in India. Digital E-Life is the frontrunner in marketing

erotic and sexual wellness products in India

Doc Johnson ties up with Digital E-Life

Their aim to create awareness and

introduce Indians to excellent

 products from the best brands

 globally. Keeping that aim in mind, it

launched www.thatspersonal.com, In-

dia’s first erotic product E-Commerce

venture. Digital E-Life also supplies its

merchandise through online partner-

ships across the top 20 E-commerce

portals in India such as Amazon, EBay,

Flipkart, Snapdeal and more. It will also

supply Doc Johnson products to its

offline distribution Partners including

select pharmacy chains across the

country. According to Samir Saraiya,

CEO, ThatsPersonal.com, “We want to

create a safe and conducive shop-

ping experience for our buyers and

also introduce them to the best

 products from the finest global

brands. We are thrilled

to bring Doc Johnson to

India because of their

high quality products

and their commitment

to excellence”. Con-

stant at Doc Johnson is

their strong commitment to American

manufacturing. Today, they are the

largest adult toy manufacturing com-

pany in the world with a facility that

encompasses over eight acres with

departments to handle everything

from conception to shipping. “We are

very excited to be partnering with

 Digital E-Life,” said Scott Watkins, Vice

President of Sales and Marketing, Doc

Johnson. “India is a fresh market for

this category of products and we are

enthusiastic to be working with Digital

E-Life to educate the people of India

about our full range of high quality

merchandises. Not only do we

 produce the majority of our products

in America, but we also strive to

create the most high-quality, realistic,

and creative products on the market”.

Digital E-Life's primary goal is to bring

to the Indian consumers a range of

top quality and products from

 internationally while also being the

frontrunner in providing discreet

 purchase options and delivery. 

Exclusive agreement for the Indian market 
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Scott Watkins (Doc Johnson), Samir Saraiya (Digital E-Life),

and Chad Braverman (Doc Johnson) 

Almere, The Netherlands - Scala

Playhouse is pleased to an-

nounce the arrival of the exciting

Impress collection by California

 Exotic Novelties: one of their most

revolutionary lines to date. The new

range is sure to Impress your custo-

mers! Impress places control right in

your hands with the latest advance-

ment in product technology: a pres-

sure sensitive control pad. Just

squeeze for progressive speeds on

any function. One of the great

 designs from the

new range is the

Impress Dual Kiss: 

a premium silicone

wand with 12

 intense, powerful

functions of vibration, pulsation and

escalation plus progressive speeds.

It features a power button with LED

indicator, dual motors and a seam-

less silicone flexible shaft that moves

with you. This design is modern and

sophisticated and has a smooth

 exterior. The two

ends of the product

know exactly where

your pleasure spots

are located. All the

Impress products

come in pink, blue, and purple.

Scala Playhouse has the entire

range of Impress in stock. Discover

the Dual Kiss and other Impress

 designs such as the Tongue, Scoop

and the G online at Scala Playhouse

via www.scalaplayhouse.com. 

Impress your customers
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Almere, The Nether lands -  KissMe, the playful  and feminine l inger ie brand, has added

 exclusive br idal inspired designs to i ts  col lect ion.

Say “I Do” to KissMe!

The bridal items are now ready to

order at Scala Playhouse. Say yes

to seductive, high-quality lingerie; say

“I Do” to KissMe. The perfect choice

of lingerie isn’t just important for the

wedding night; it also makes the bride

feel confident, sexy and desirable

 during her big day. KissMe has added

bridal designs for every woman,

 whether she is looking for a strapless

corset to give her an amazing silhou-

ette underneath her dress or even if

she just desires a simple and classy

white lace kimono to cover up in on

the morning of her big day. And, with

the semi-annual bridal season

 coming up fast, this is the perfect time

to stock up on these beautiful lingerie

items! KissMe offers flirty, wearable and

affordable lingerie choices that com-

pliment every shape and size. There

are designs in white lace and satin,

seamless camisoles and briefs that

skim her hips and flatter her curves.

Bridal inspired designs 
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Wasserbil-

lig, Lu-

xembourg -

pjur Woman is

being hailed in

the German

edition of Cos-

mopolitan as the perfect massage

tool! In a recent article offering mas-

sage tips, the editors of the biggest

women's magazine in Germany re-

commend pjur's bestselling product

for her. pjur Wo-

man was speci-

ally developed

for women's

tender and sen-

sitive skin, leav-

ing behind a

silky smooth feel. The silicone lubri-

cant is perfect for erotic massages

thanks to its long-lasting lubricating

effect. Many tantra and massage

studios rely on pjur Woman

 because, in addition to its excellent

lubricating properties, it contains no

fragrances or preservatives, making

it particularly skin-friendly. "We are

delighted that Cosmopolitan has

confidence in our product“, says

Alexander Giebel, CEO and founder

of the pjur group. "Particularly in

 Germany, businesses should be

 anticipating an increased demand

– as our experience with the most

recent launches has taught us."

pjur Woman in German Cosmopolitan

Horbury, England - Bathmate are

delighted to announce the

 appointment of Bruno Sain as their

new Sales Representa-

tive. Tim Brown Brand

Manager at Bathmate

said "Global expansion

of the bathmate

brand has been

 fantastic, so much so I

now need help in the

business to meet the demands and

service needs of our customers."

Bruno comes to Bathmate with a we-

alth of experience having worked in

the industry for some time. Bruno ad-

ded "I'm delighted to join Bathmate,

the in house facilities at bathmate

are second to none, it's great to be

able customers bespoke videos,

images and banners. The level of

 customer support for distributors, who-

lesalers and retailers is at such a high

level, I understand why customers love

dealing with bathmate." Tim added

“Bruno's appointment means we have

even better coverage across Europe

and we can now offer training to

more customers on how the bath-

mate range of products work.” To join

the Bathmate success story, or to ask

about free bathmate in store training

please email tim@umproducts.com

Bathmate appoint new Sales Representative

Bruno Sain – Bathmate's new

Sales Representative 
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Shake it, baby!

Take it & shake it! At first glance the

abstract design of the dildo BOUN-

CER doesn’t reveal the thrilling surprise

hidden inside. Each of the three bul-

ges encloses a ball which rotates

freely, meaning all 18 centimeters of

this toy provide trembling stimulation

with the slightest movement.

 Because there is no motor it is com-

pletely quiet and BOUNCER imme-

diately responds to the intensity of

the lovemaking – from gentle to

 thrillingly wild. Classic dildos pleasure

with their satisfying dimensions and

unlike vibrators don’t have a motor

for extra stimulation, so just like during

natural intercourse it’s the back and

forth movements which provide

ecstasy. The curved form means the

G-spot or prostate can be intensely

massaged. ShakeDILDO BOUNCER is

the first dildo ever whose outward

charms are supported by an

 additional mechanical stimulation

from inside the toy. “We often get

 inspiration for new toys from our cus-

tomers – that’s how BOUNCER came

about, too. We kept getting inquiries

about a satisfying toy that has all the

stature and flexibility of a dildo but is

boosted by quiet stimulations,” says

Simone Kalz, Head of Production and

Product Development, who oversaw

the development of the BOUNCER.

“The reactions from our test groups

were super. Even experienced toy

users found thrilling new arousal with

the BOUNCER and its three rotating

balls. Beginners loved the diversity.“

Like all FUN FACTORY dildos BOUNCER

– thanks to its wide toy base – is not

only suitable for vaginal penetration.

It is also 100% safe for anal passion.

The flat base means BOUNCER can

also be used in a harness and for

pegging; plus it adheres to any flat

surface and even walls. The large

number of diverse uses makes

 BOUNCER particularly attractive for

solo fun as well as adventures for

couples. The medical-grade silicone

is very easy to clean and even with

the three enclosed balls flexibly

adapts to any position.

The ShakeDILDO BOUNCER
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Wimbourne, England - The Form 5 vibrator is packed

with potent pleasure features. It has supple wings

that deliver a flutter to the most sensitive areas, while the

wings are spreadable for maximum reach. It features a

powerful motor at the tip that has been designed for

 discretion. “The Form 5 is a result of years of pleasure

 progression at JimmyJane and our customers always

 appreciate intimate upgrades that make their sexual

 experiences even more erotic. The Form 5 is made from

medical grade silicone and is USB rechargeable. It comes

with a USB cord and is phthalate free for safe play. This toy

has intuitive controls for intelligent intimacy and features 5

speeds and 4 pulsation patterns for varied play. The luxury

feel of the Form 5 will make it a firm favourite with beginners

and toy pros alike,“ says Glenn Wilde. 

ABS: JimmyJane Form 5 – 
Three colours now in stock

Chatsworh, USA - Fifty Sha-

des brought record-

breaking numbers along with

it - not only in the box office,

but for adult retailers as well.

After the much-anticipated Valentine’s Day release,

 Pipedream’s trusted network of over 10,000 worldwide

 distributors and retailers have reported double-digit increa-

ses across the board. “It was a perfect storm: Valentine's

Day on a Saturday, decent weather throughout most of

USA, and the opening day of the hottest movie of the

year,” explained Pipedream VP of Sales Steve Sav. “The

rush actually started on Wednesday. Our retailers reported

a huge increase in Fetish Fantasy sales and noticed a lot

more women shopping.”

Pipedream Reports Record-Breaking 
Numbers as Fifty Shades Hits Theaters

Bremen, Germany - For the last 19 years, FUN FACTORY from Bremen can always be counted on for an

innovative surprise – and their latest stroke of genius is no exception – BOUNCER. Even a new category

needed to be created for this high-quality, silicone sex toy – ShakeDILDO.









Changing brand names and giving a new title to a

well-established brand is not always easy, but

 sometimes it can still become necessary. In the case of

British distributor CZ Trade, the management of the

 company - that was called Clonezone Trade when it was

founded several years earlier – wanted to create a

 distance between the two branches of their business: CZ

Trade as a wholesaler and Clonzeone as a retail company

with a clear focus on the gay community. The goal was

to make sure that the whole company, especially the

wholesale branch, would not be reduced to its activities

in the gay market. When the company was first renamed,

from Clonezone to CZ Trade, the team stuck to the initials

to preserve the reputation and the legacy of the brand.

But now, things have changed yet again, as the

 company's spokesperson explained: “The Clonezone

name is so strong that the wholesale branch found this

label hard to shake off. Therefore, it was felt that a

 complete re-branding and website re-design was

 necessary in order for non-gay retailers to buy into the

brand“ The new name of the brand is Stark Distribution,

and while there still are several gay brands in the product
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In order to reach a wider audience, the Br i t ish dist r ibutor CZ Trade have changed their

name to Stark Dist r ibut ion. The company also seized this oppor tunity to add several new

strong brands to their  range and redesign their  website www.starkdist r ibut ion.com.

“We just want to represent brands 
and look after customers the best we can.”

range and there is a  focus

on fetish products and

male customers, the

company does not

only cater to retailers in

the gay market – and

that's also how the

brand will be presented

right from the start. The

management hopes

that the re-branding will

give them the oppor-

tunity to change the

trade's perception of

the company. The

range has already

been expanded to

reinforce the new

image, and Stark Distri-

bution now offers brands

such as Pipedream, California Exotic Novelties, Doc

 Johnson, Icon Brands, OxBalls, and LA Pumps. “We feel it's

CZ Trade is now Stark Distribution

exclusive
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Shining in new glory:

www.starkdistribution.com 

Titus is a private brand

that has been successful for years

The strongest aroma in the assortment

of Stark Distribution: Potent Blue
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important to

have good relati-

onships with strong brands like those

mentioned above as a distributor

 because this way, we know that we

will always be able to offer great

 products to our customers,“ the

 spokesperson stated. So far, Stark

 Distribution has focussed on

 purchasing new products to meet

demand from their existing custo-

mers, and the plan is to add to that

range and create a varied, wide

 portfolio once new trade customers

have started buying from Stark

 Distribution. Which kinds of products

are added depends on criteria such

as quality, functionality, packaging,

and price. Customers who want to

keep up to date about the latest third-

party and private label products

should visit the company's website

www.starkdistribution.com on a

 regular basis. Talking about brands:

Like other distributors, Stark also carries

private brands such as the  well-

 established leather, rubber, and steel

label Titus, or Potent Blue in the aroma

category. “The ethos behind Titus is

to create a brand of leather, rubber,

and steel that is good quality and

 priced for the mid-market,“ the

 distributor's spokesperson explained.

“What sets this brand apart is that it is

also packaged nicely and is  

colour-coded so it looks great in

store.“ To make sure that the private

brands continue to flourish, the team

of Stark Distribution are keeping a

close eye on the market so they can

react quickly to further optimise and

improve their products. Only just

 recently, the company has picked a

new leather supplier, a step that will

result in much better quality and

 numerous new products.

Potent Blue, on the other hand, is the

strongest aroma product available

from Stark Distribution at the moment.

While most other products in this

 segment come in brown bottles,

 Potent Blue is sold in – you guessed 

it – blue bottles which immediately

catch the eye. But there are also

 differences as far as the application

is concerned: “Potent Blue has an

 added power pellet that activates

the solution when you shake it. Hence

the tag line: Shake to activate,“ the

spokesperson clarified. As far as the

development of private labels is

 concerned, Stark Distribution is not

bound by any rigid strategies; instead,

the team respond whenever an

 opportunity arises to expand into a

certain segment of the market.

Hence, Stark is always on the lookout

for opportunities, as the

company's spokesperson

confirmed. In order to meet the ex-

pectations of the retail and  wholesale

trade on one side and those of the

customers on the other side, Stark Dis-

tribution pays great  attention to qua-

lity, safety, design, functionality, pa-

ckaging, and pricing when it comes

to their own brands.

Of course, Stark Distribution is not  trying

to keep it a secret that the  majority

of their retail customers are from the

gay market, and the  company also

wants to appeal to this clientele in

the future. However, their range now

also holds many  interesting products

for all other  retailers in the adult mar-

ket. With this new strategy, the com-

pany wants to add to their  market

share on the British Isles as well as on

the European  mainland. And while

everybody at Stark Distribution is

aware of the fierce competition in

the erotic market, there is no reason

for them to be  timid about the future.

“There are brands and products that

are not  getting the representation that

is  needed due to limits that   suppliers

have. Therefore, there is  always room

for somebody new. We are not

 claiming to be the biggest or the

most special, we just want to

 represent brands and look after

 customers the best we can“, the

company's spokesperson explained.

F E A T U R E

Titus combines quality with the right

price and the right presentationTo offer even better quality, Stark Distribution has entered

into a relationship with a new leather supplier recently



The first gold bar worth over 700 Euros left the pjur

building in Luxembourg as well – also bound for the

Netherlands. “Super, that's great news. I am absolutely

thrilled about my gold bar and I want to thank pjur for

this fantastic prize. Congratulations on your 20th

 anniversary!”, says winner Maico, beaming. The pjur Go

for Gold competition held to mark pjur’s 20th anniversary

is already causing quite a stir: The campaign products

with the golden banderole and the accompanying PoS

materials such as posters, stand-ups, displays, and shelf

talkers are radiating a golden shine all over the world.

Anyone who hasn't registered yet can still participate in
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pjur group has drawn the f i rs t  winners in their  huge Gold Campaign! Creative Group from

the Netherlands are ecstat ic about winning a par ty package and Amazon gif t  cards wor th

1000 Euros. The company wi l l  receive a selection of dr inks,  snacks, Bavarian par ty hats,

decorat ions, music, and everything you need for a proper "German Par ty".  So, one can

 expect a fantast ic par ty to happen in Ni jmegen. 

Go for Gold: 
The first winners have been drawn

both contests, of course, - and who knows? Maybe you

will be the next golden girl or boy! Coming up on March

17, a new B2B and B2C winner will be drawn in the USA,

Australia and Europe. So there are only a few weeks

left! Register now at www.pjurGold.com/b2b and request

your personal free PoS kit with posters, shopping bags,

displays, Go for Gold display, and much more to utilise

the campaign for the success of your business!

 Important for participants: If you've already registered,

you don't need to do it again! Your name will be entered

for all of the drawings all year long. So just cross your

 fingers – pjur is offering plenty of chances. 

The first gold bar goes to the Netherlands 

exclusive
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Happy winner: Maico, from

the Dutch company Creative Group 

If you haven't registered for the competition yet,

you can do so at www.pjurGold.com/b2b

Elisabeth Dahmen (Media & Public Relations,

pjur group) presents the pjur gold bar pack





These videos are made to compliment your online

store’s product page. They briefly describe the pro-

duct, show its features and benefits, they illustrate size

and scale, and callout exciting attributes. They are de-

signed with the purpose of helping your online store

convert more sales.

Let’s take a look at why using video content on your

product pages is a must in today’s competitive online

marketplace. The following statistics are from Digital

Sherpa:
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How are you making product videos work for

you? I f  you have an on l ine s to re ,  you ’ re

 always looking for  ways to conver t  t raf f ic

into sales. Cal i fornia Exot ic Novelt ies offers

you a so lu t ion w i th  i t s  ex tens ive ar ray of

 Product Videos.  

Make Video
 Content Work for You

• Videos increase people’s understanding of a  

   product by 74%. 

• After visiting a video ad, 12% of viewers purchase 

   the specific product featured in the ad.

• YouTube is the number two search engine in the 

   world. 

• Every day 100 million internet users watch an online 

   video. 

• 75% of users visit the marketer’s website after viewing 

   a video. 

• 80% of internet users remember the video ads they 

   watch online. 

• Website visitors are 64% more likely to buy a product 

   on an online retail site after watching a video. 

• Click-through rates increase two to three times when 

   marketers include video in an email.

• 80% of your online visitors will watch a video, while 

   only 20% will actually read content in its entirety. 

• 45% of viewers will stop watching a video after one 

   minute and 60% by two minutes. 

• Your website is fifty times more likely to appear on 

   the first page of a search engine results page if it  

   includes video. 

• 90% of users say that seeing a video about a  

   product is helpful in the decision process. 

By Desiree Duffie

exclusive
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Desiree Duffie, director of public relations,

California Exotic Novelties 

“Bedroom Insider” is a relaxed, in-depth look

at sex topics that help educate the consumer
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Though the California Exotic Novel-

ties Product Videos are primarily

 intended for retail websites, they can

also be played on store monitors,

shared through social media, used

in email marketing campaigns, and

utilized for employee training.

In addition to product videos, the

company also produces several

consumer-focused webisodes that

help educate the consumer.

 “Bedroom Insider” is a relaxed,  

in-depth look at sex topics and

 methods to help people find

 fulfillment with the use of pleasure

products. “Kinky Korner” is a fun, light

look at everything that has to do

with fetish and light BDSM play. 

All these webisodes are available

from www.ClubCalExotics.com and

retailers are encouraged to use

them for B2C marketing or to help

educate new employees.

California Exotic Novelties also

 creates Branded Videos that

 highlight popular product ranges.

Hosted by Jaiya, an award-winning

sexologist and a California Exotic

Novelties Expert Sexpert, they delve

into the details of Embrace, Impress,

and other collections. 

JOPEN, the luxury toy company, also

produces Branded Videos. LUST,

ENVY and Vanity all have series

 available. Find them on www.JO-

PEN.com. 

California Exotic Novelties and

 JOPEN videos are available on

each company’s website. You can

access them on the individual

 product pages. CalExotic’s Videos

can also be found on www.CalExo-

tics.TV where they can be streamed

or downloaded. The streaming

 option also helps save customer’s

bandwidth as it is hosted by 

CalExotics. Another option, which is

probably the most efficient, are Excel

spread sheets that list all the embed

codes from each company. This

 makes finding and utilizing the videos

fast and easy. Find California Exotic

Novelties’ videos on the Product Infor-

mation Page of www.CalExotics.com,

under “Product Videos”. Find the JO-

PEN spread sheet on the Videos Page

of the www.JOPEN.com.

Source: Digital Sherpa www.digitals-

herpa.com/blog/25-amazing-video-

marketing-statistics/

F E A T U R E

Jaiya, an award-winning sexologist and a

California Exotic Novelties Expert Sexpert, is the host of CalExotic's Branded Videos 

Webisodes like “Bedroom Insider” can

be found on www.ClubCalExotics.com

www.CalExotics.TV – Streaming

or downloading Calexotic's Videos 



Just like then, companies fail to see the reality of the

 situation and waste their advertising budget on the

wrong channels. While almost one third of all traffic today

is generated via mobile devices, these companies only

invest a fraction of their budget in ads that are tailored to

that channel. In Germany, for instance, only

120.47 million euro were invested in mobile

advertising between the beginning of 2014

and the 3rd quarter, as an industry survey

conducted by Nielsen shows. And while a

measly figure, that is still up a whopping

70.8 per cent from the previous year.

On the other hand, the advertisers in

Germany spent roughly 19.83 billion

euro for the promotion of their

 products and services. As far as

 mobile advertising is concerned,

the automobile industry is leading

the pack with investments totalling 11.7 million

euro, followed closely by the telecommunications

industry. Interestingly, the shoe industry pushed

the mobile format quite aggressively as their

investment sky-rocketed by 7443 per cent to

three million euro.

Of course, that impressive increase can't

mask the overall restraint in the industry – a

restraint that has one main reason: You

can't simply take the ad tools that have

been created for online advertising and
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In the industr ial ised countr ies, the number of users who are predominantly using their  desk-

top to vis i t  websites is  steadi ly decreasing; instead, they use their  smar tphones or tablets

to browse the web. This development has presented adver tisers with a new problem because

there is  much less space for adver t is ing messages on the smaller screens. Hence, new so-

lut ions have become a necessi ty.  But instead of searching for these solut ions, many com-

panies only repeat the mistakes f rom the early days of onl ine adver t is ing.

Advertising to go

apply them 1:1 to the mobile channel. In the world of

desktop ads, the trend is going towards bigger ad formats.

There is simply not enough space for those on a

smartphone or tablet screen. This also makes it much

harder for site operators to fill their ad spaces because

they can't sell as many mobile ads as they do with “regular“

online formats. What's more, the users feel even more an-

noyed and pestered by ads on their mobile devices than

they do when confronted with ads on their desktop - partly

because they only want to surf mobile for a few minutes

most of the time, for instance to get certain information

from the web. A message that is too obtrusive and pops

up at the wrong moment can have an even more nega-

tive effect than it would have on the desktop. On the tradi-

tional internet, half the visitors of certain portals have already

installed so-called ad blockers to completely filter adverti-

sements from the sites they visit. Naturally, this is a disaster

for the operator who needs to finance his site, and it's also

one of the reasons why so many webmasters have been

experimenting with ad-free subscription models lately.

Companies might take the easy route and simply focus

on video ads as these formats can be adapted to mobile

devices very easily. But they should be careful to keep

these spots short a) because short videos are perfect for

mobile devices, and b) because most mobile phone users

have capped volume contingents. If you don't want to

spend money on a bigger volume and can only use 500

MB or less per month – at full UMTS speed -, you are thankful

for every MB you are spared. It would be wrong to take for

Mobile ads

exclusive
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granted that there will always be a

high-performance flat-rate WLAN

 network at hand, even though there

are more and more freely available

WLAN spots in countries like Germany.

Another study on the subject that

 yielded highly interesting results is

“AdEffects Digital 2014“, conducted

by German ad marketer Tomorrow

 Focus Media. Using a fictitious cam-

paign, TF Media tested how effective

certain ad formats are, and also how

annoying the users find them. Interstitial

ads proved to be particularly accep-

table in this survey although they use

up most of the screen to convey their

message. It's interesting that this format

also got a strong user reaction on

desktops, but in a very negative way.

While interstitials rank among the  least-

accepted and least appealing

 advertising formats on the big screen,

up to 80 per cent of the interviewees

stated that they were okay with this ad

tool on their smartphone, and the

 percentage of people who actually

liked it was a bit lower, but still in the

same general ballpark. Maybe that

has to do with the fact that on a small

screen, you don't have to look around

as long to find the close button.

Apart from the interstitial, the billboard

is another well-accepted format. Here,

a comparatively small banner is

 displayed at the top of the

smartphone screen without it covering

the rest of the website, so it doesn't

feel annoying, but it still manages to

convey the desired message. Super

banners (small banners in the upper

third of the screen that span the entire

width of the site), pre-rolls (video ads

shown before the site content is

 displayed), medium rectangles

 (banners in the centre part of the site),

banderole ads (small banners that are

placed over the site content like a

printed paper banner), and floor ads

(banners at the bottom of the screen)

lag behind interstitials and billboards

quite clearly. In the case of banderoles

and pre-rolls, many interviewees can

remember what kind of product was

presented, but they tend to accept

super banners more easily.

Reaching out to the target audience

in an effective way is even more

 important on mobile devices than it is

on a desktop computer. Today, there

are enough companies providing real

time advertising solutions where ads

are delivered to users based on a  

pre-defined profile. This means your

messages reach a lot more people

who may actually be interested in

them. Smartphones and tablets

 automatically provide enough

 information for this ad type - unless the

user deactivates the requierd features,

of course. For instance, you can see

when the user is near a certain shop

and present an add that serves as an

incentive for him to visit said shop. With

respect to data privacy protection,

one might have doubts about such

methods, but the truth of the matter is

that hardly anyone cares about that.

The Unit Mobile Advertising – part of

the online marketing group of the

 German association for digital

 commerce, a leading lobby

 organisation of the German internet

industry – has conducted a repre -

sentative survey on the topic and

found that advertisements on mobile

devices should not be static. Two test

campaigns with Otto, a German retail

chin, and the internationally known

 automobile marque Mercedes Benz

showed that animated and interactive

ads are 27% more effective than

 conventional, static ad forms. Moving

images proved even more effective

as far as the subconscious response

is concerned. Subconscious appeal

went up 15.7% for Mercedes and

24% for Otto, while the response to

static elements was much less

 impressive when compared to the

control group, with 7% for Mercedes

and 16% for Otto.

Also worth of note: A rather controver-

sial ad format is sweeping the mobile

domain: native advertising. Here,

 advertising messages are incorpora-

ted almost seamlessly into the design

of the site. On one side, this means

that they are not as distracting when

the user reads the content of the site,

but on the other side, it becomes

much more difficult to keep editorial

content and ad content apart.

F E A T U R E

There are many ways of placing a banner, but not all of them go down well with the users

Source: 

Examples of ad formats

from the AdEffects

Digital 2014 study







"Beyond the Wave“ is the name of the LELO movie

set to be released next summer. This makes you

the first sex toy company to step into the movie

 business. But apart from that, what else did move you

to produce it?

Steve Thomson: It’s a creative intervention. With the

world’s attention focused on BDSM thanks to the
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To convey a message,  you can choose f rom a wide range of  methods and media,  but

LELO has  chosen to  break ent i re ly  new ground fo r  the erot ic  indus t r y :  The luxur y  brand

 have  c rea ted  the i r  own  f i lm ,  ca l l ed  Beyond  the  Wave  –  and  no t  j u s t  a  d rawn- ou t

 commerc ia l ,  but  a  real  f i lm,  w i th  a s to r y  and profess ional ,  we l l -known actors .  A t  the

 hear t  o f   Beyond the Wave i s  a  message that  goes  deeper  and i s  b igger  than what  a

s imple commerc ia l  could convey.  We wanted to  know what  that  message i s ,  and so we

asked S teve Thompson,  LELO 's  Global  Market ing Manager,  fo r  an in ter v iew.  By  the way,

you can watch the t ra i le r  to  the f i lm at  www.BeyondtheWaveMovie.com.

 release of 50 Shades, LELO’s intervention aims to bring

couples closer together, both physically and

 emotionally, by showing the value of perspective in

relationships. On the surface it’s a love story, but dee-

per than that, it’s a reminder on how to enrich

 relationships in an increasingly individualistic and

 divided world. But there’s more to it than that. The

exclusive
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The protagonists: Casper Van Dien, Emilie Ohana, and Zu Whei Ling 

“We’re famous for doing things
 differently and exceeding expectations...” 
A look behind the scenes of  LELO's debut film Beyond the Wave
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strap line for the movie is ‘to love

in a divided world’. That really

 speaks to the core of the message.

The results from our Global Survey

constantly lead us to see that there

is a gulf between the way people

perceive their sex lives and their

 relationships, so Beyond the Wave

came out of a desire to address

that imbalance.

When did you actually develop the

idea for this movie? How long did

LELO work on its realisation?

Steve Thomson: It’s something

we’ve been considering for a very

long time – in fact, you could

 argue that, because the messages

within the project so perfectly

 embody what LELO stands for, it’s

been in development for as long

as LELO has existed. But as far as

actual conceptualisation and pro-

duction is concerned, that began

in the summer of 2014, when we

were also refining the INA and

MONA Wave™ pleasure products.

The same mentality went into both

projects.

The initial creative process and

scriptwriting took around three

months, as did principle photogra-

phy and then editing. It’s not a fast

process, and it can be hard 

to keep it secret due to the

 excitement around it!

Is it correct that the name of the

movie was inspired by LELO's

 product Ina Wave?

Steve Thomson: Yes… and no. The

name of the movie didn’t come

from the products, nor did the

name of the products come from

the movie. They came together

symbiotically, be-

cause they were both

speaking to the same

themes of intimacy,

pleasure and under-

standing. They’re

two very different

things, but they’ll

always be inextri-

cably linked be-

cause we were

working on them

all at the same

time. Perhaps

it’s fair to say

that the pro-

ducts are the

embodiment

of the movie,

and the mo-

vie is the

abstraction

of the pro-

duct. Similarly,

we were getting early reports from

the testing teams that the Wave

products were at  least as good at

pleasuring them as their partners.

That made us think about our

 responsibility as a brand, so we

 decided to make the movie have

a message that says ‘there is more

to a satisfying relationship than sex’.

To develop and sell vibrators is

 certainly something different than

creating a movie. Why did you

 decide to see it through anyway?

Steve Thomson: We are in the incre-

dible position that not only do we

have the responsibility to do this, but

the ability and ambition to do it too.

We have this message of positivity

about respecting each others’ per-

spectives in a relationship, and we

have the  opportunity to

bring it to a wider audience than ever

before by  realising it in film.

The movie is announced for next

summer. Do you already have a plan

for the worldwide roll-out? Are you

planning to release the movie into

cinemas or via the internet?

Steve Thomson: That’s something

that will be announced in the

 coming months. Obviously, the

 distribution channels for movies have

undergone a huge change in the

past few years, and we are eager to

reach as wide an  audience as pos-

sible. So yes, we do have plans for

the release, but we can’t make those

plans public just yet. Rest assured, it

will certainly be an event.

S T E V E  T H O M S O N

The official poster for

Beyond the Wave 



How does the movie fit into the context of your brand?

Steve Thomson: LELO has been around for over a

 decade at this point, and we like to think that 

from the very beginning we haven’t limited 

ourselves to being an ordinary sex toy 

company. We’re famous for doing things 

differently and exceeding  expectations, and 

Beyond the Wave is another  example of that. The

themes and messages of  Beyond the Wave are 

very much in line with the  broader sensibilities at LELO:

it’s important to us that we help people understand

how fulfilling intimacy can be when it’s fully appre-

ciated. It’s equally  important that we express that

message in an  engaging way – the movie does

exactly that.

To ask for the production costs of the movie would

be pointless, but how do you see the movie: As a

 stand-alone product or as a PR project that will be

 beneficial to the LELO brand in the long run?

Steve Thomson: Beyond the Wave is a project that’s

independent from our core offering, but it’s part of

our wider communications nonetheless. By bringing

our brand to the mainstream in such an unusual way,

it will unquestionably have long-lasting repercussions

not just for us, but for the industry as a whole.
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Without spoiling to much, can you tell us the story of

the movie?

Steve Thomson: The film follows one man’s

 experience in a post-apocalyptic world where men

and women have chosen to live apart. A chance

meeting with the young Noria (Zhu Wei Ling) sparks

an unforgettable journey for Jacques (Casper Van

Dien), one that shows him the importance of

 understanding another’s perspective. On the surface

it’s a love story, but deeper than that, it’s a reminder

of how to enrich relationships in an increasingly

 individualistic and divided world.

What is the message, that LELO wants to convey with

this  movie? What are you hoping to spark in the

 viewership of „Beyond the Wave“?

Steve Thomson: We aim to bring couples closer to-

gether, both physically and emotionally, by showing

the value of perspective in relationships. It’s so easy

to become detached from the importance of

 communicating and understanding your partner’s

point of view, and we want to help couples feel closer

together. Obviously more and more couples are

 talking openly about sex and sex toys (thanks in part

to 50 Shades) but  we want to remind people that

true sexual satisfaction thrives in a healthy, relationship

I N T E R V I E W
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Designed and developed by LELO, PlayTogether syncs two smartphones

together and displays video data across both of them





f o u n d e d

on mutual

respect. Of

course, we

also want

to make an

emotional

connection

with millions

outside our

normal au-

dience, who would otherwise never have engaged

with LELO or any pleasure products brand.

The concept and story sound exciting, interesting,

and enthralling, but not like spicy eroticism – not the

kind of thing you'd expect from a company like LELO,

which specialises in sex toys?

Steve Thomson: Indeed. It’s an unusual and

 unexpected thing for a pleasure brand like LELO to

do. That’s part of the reason why we did it: to shock

people out of their ordinary routine and offer them

the opportunity to appreciate a different point of

view. That’s what the movie really is: a kind of shot in

the arm, a wakeup call that reminds people of what’s

important by showing them what might happen if

they lost it.

A good story doesn't necessarily result in a good

 movie. What can you tell us about the actors, the

 director, the script, the soundtrack etc.?

Steve Thomson: The amazing thing about this project is

how committed to it everyone involved has been. Not

only the team at LELO, but the cast and crew too. When

we started pitching the script, there was huge amounts

of interest, and when we finally settled on Casper Van

Dien, he really went above and  beyond to be a part of

the project. He said, 'Beyond the Wave shows the impor-

tance of not only relying on yourself, of not just communi-

cating or spending time with someone, but genuinely try-

ing to understand your partner’s perspective. So many

arguments could be avoided if we just paused for a mo-

ment and put ourselves in our partner’s shoes.' The director

Goran Gajic brought a whole new energy to the  project

and crafted it in exciting ways, really  committing himself
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to bringing the project to life. And then there were the lo-

cations too: the cast and crew were sent to Shanghai to

get the right look and feel of the movie, and to create

this kind of apocalyptic near-future.

Are you planning to translate the movie into different

languages? Which languages are planned right now?

Steve Thomson: The trailer has already been translated

into all major languages and can be easily found

and watched at BeyondtheWaveMovie.com

Is it right, that there will be no advertising for or

 appearance of LELO products throughout the movie?

Why not?

Steve Thomson: That’s right, yes. We didn’t want to

detract people from the message and the story by

featuring any product placement, so instead, there’s

none at all.

The trailer can only be watched together by couples

– thanks to Play Together. How does this technology

work and how can it be used?

Steve Thomson: Designed and developed by LELO,

PlayTogether™ takes people on a journey into the

post-apocalyptic world of the Beyond The Wave

 movie, where each partner makes choices together

on what scene to watch next. The exclusive experi-

ence syncs two smartphones together and even dis-

plays video across both of them, as part of the movie’s

wider message of helping couples’ appreciate their

partner’s perspective, and bringing everyone closer

together both physically and emotionally. PlayToget-

her™ is not an app and doesn’t require registration or

a software download, and is available for free when

visitors to Beyondthewavemovie.com share the thea-

trical trailer with friends or their partners.

Why is this shared experience important to LELO?

Steve Thomson: The idea of sharing perspectives is

absolutely key to Beyond the Wave, which is why

 PlayTogether™ is so apt. It forces people to share their

perspectives and to be close together, emotionally

and physically. After all, 'love does not consist in

 gazing at each other, but in looking outward together

in the same direction.'
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“Beyond the Wave shows the importance of not only relying on yourself, of not just commu-
nicating or spending time with someone, but genuinely trying

to understand your partner's perspective.” Casper Van Dien  





Mon Plaisir opened in Dortmund at the end of

January. What awaits the customers when they

enter the store?

Claudia Kreymann: What awaits them is a stylish store

with a warm pleasant atmosphere, as elegant as it is

discreet. All the products are presented in an

 appealing, clearly structured fashion. The customers

can look around as long as they want, they can

 expect professional advice and they are welcomed

to ask any questions they might have.
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According to Claudia Kreymann, two elements are

 par ticularly impor tant if you want your erotic store to be

appealing to women: the store layout and the personality

of the woman behind the counter.  When the former

 communication trainer opened her store “Mon Plaisir“ in

Dortmund at the end of January, she naturally set great store

by these two things. As for the former: The store looks stylish,

elegant, steering clear of overly explicit elements. And what

about the person behind the counter? Claudia is taking care of

that job herself, and in our interview she explains why it is impor tant to

have stores l ike hers that cater to women. Moreover,  we talk about the

 advantages the brick and mortar trade has over online shops.

Why do you believe that now is the right time to open

an erotic store?

Claudia Kreymann: Well, because I felt that it was

the right time.

Why did you decide to get into this market? Which

field did you work in before you opened Mon Plaisir?

Claudia Kreymann: Almost 20 years ago, I was

 looking for my first vibrator, and that's when I

 discovered “Ladies Toys“ in Cologne. I really liked that

exclusive
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“Women need
 atmosphere!“
Dortmund-based Mon Plaisir caters specifically to women

I N T E R V I E W

Claudia Kreymann,

founder of Mon Plaisir
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store, the atmosphere was so

 relaxed, I got all the advice I

 needed, I could look at the various

models, and I could even pick

them up. Ever since, I have been

entertaining the idea of opening

such a store myself. It has always

been in the back of my mind and

now, in my mid-40s, I have

 decided to finally take that step.

Originally, I worked as a recruiter,

and the past few years, I worked

as a communication trainer,

coach and business mediator.

Your store has a clear focus on

women, and on three of five

weekdays, it is only open to

 female customers. Do you get 

the impression that the erotic 

retail trade is short on women-

friendly stores?

Claudia Kreymann: Yes! Sure, we

are more educated and more

open-minded about these things

than we were 20 years ago, but

we are still talking about something

very intimate here. Many women

feel uncomfortable being wat-

ched by a man when they pick a

sex toy – especially if it's their first

time in such a store and they'd like

to ask some rather private

 questions to find the right product.

The women-friendly feel and

 atmosphere of the store, that's 

one thing; giving the customers 

a place where they feel comfor-

table asking questions, that's the

other thing.

But at the end of the day, nothing

is set in stone, and after a certain

period of time, you should check

if everything is going the way you

had imagined or if you need to

make a few adjustments. But it's

like that with any new project or

concept, isn't it? So we'll have to

wait and see how things work out.

Generally speaking, what should

an erotic store for a female target

audience look like?

Claudia Kreymann: I think that 

two elements are particularly

 important: the layout of the store

and the personality of the woman

behind the counter.

The store should not feel like a

 supermarket. Women need atmo-

sphere! I designed my store so the

customer gets sucked into a warm,

appealing sales space the second

she walks in the door. Every bit 

of furniture and decoration is  

hand-picked, there are only a

handful of advertisement displays,

so it's not over-fraught with posters,

etc. It is a coherent concept, from

the floor to the ceiling. The lighting,

the drapes, fresh flowers, candles,

everything. And the dressing room

is also geared towards the

 requirements of a female custo-

mer, in terms of size, lighting,

 storage shelves, etc. Designing the

sales floor, my motto has been:

This is about a beautiful thing, so

people should also buy this

 product in a beautiful environment

– shopping for the product alone

should be a source of fun and joy.

As far as the second element is

concerned, I feel it is very

 important that the salesperson is

open and relaxed and approa-

chable, and before the customers

ever speak to her, she has to give

them the feeling that their

 fantasies, their questions and

 worries are perfectly normal and

nothing they need to be ashamed

of. Sensitivity and empathy are

particularly important, but of

course, you have to keep a natural

distance, and although humour is

always an asset, you have to

 remain objective.

Arranging and furnishing a store is

quite a challenge. Did you get

enough support from your

 suppliers in terms of POS materials

and maybe even advice and

 suggestions?

Claudia Kreymann: Well, that

 varied. There was only one toy

 producers who made sure that I

was well-equipped with everything

I might need. To present the other

toys in an equally appealing way,

I had to help myself which I did by

getting displays from a wholesaler

for store decoration and

 presentation furniture. For instance,

I am using a shoe display for the

vibrators. Oh, and the lingerie

companies offered great sugges-

tions and advice; they have been

a great help.

C L A U D I A  K R E Y M A N N
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What we are selling

is a feeling. Erotic

products are luxury 

items – you can live

 without them, but they 

can make life more

 beautiful, and that is

exactly what we need to

convey to the  consumers.“

................................ 
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Which products do you have

on your shelves, and how do

you pick them? Are there

 certain aspects that are

 particularly important to you

when adding products to

your range?

Claudia Kreymann: I sell toys

and accessories (massage

products, lubricants, con-

doms, etc.) as well as a fine

selection of lingerie. What has

always been important to me

is to offer high-quality

 products – products I can

 recommend to the custo-

mers with a clear consci-

ence. As far as the toys are

concerned, I try to keep a

healthy balance between

the different kinds of

 stimulation, and as for the

 lingerie products, I pick 

top-notch brands that you

can't get anywhere else

around here.

Are there also products you

didn't or don't want in your shop?

Claudia Kreymann: Sure. For instance, I don't sell any

fetish products because I think that there are enough

other stores and shops that offer those. Also, I'm not

really familiar with that world so I couldn't lend expert

advice on that matter. So I decided to stick to my

guns, as the saying goes. Another thing I didn't want

was cheaply made low-price products. I set great

store by quality, skin- and body-friendliness,

 craftsmanship, etc.

How important are brands to you and your clientele?

Do some customers ask for specific brands, and are

they also ready to pay the higher prices that brand

 products usually have?

Claudia Kreymann: Brands stand for quality. It's the

same with cars, isn't it? I am  convinced that the
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 customers are willing and

ready to spend more money

on a product as long as the

quality is right – and maybe

even more so when they are

shopping for “luxury pro-

ducts“ such as the ones I sell.

We mustn't forget that erotic

products are not  everyday

products. When they come

to my store, the customers

are looking  for something

special, something beautiful,

and they know they deserve

to treat themselves to top

quality.

Are there enough - or rather,

the right – products to cater

to all the wishes of the fe-

male clientele?

Claudia Kreymann: Well,

there are quite a few

 products. Do we need more

or different ones? I'm afraid I

won't be able to answer that

question until the store has

been open for a few months

and I've had enough conversations with the custo-

mers to get an idea of their desires. One thing I have

already  noticed is that there aren't enough high-qua-

lity  lingerie products in bigger sizes – to the chagrin

of many women who come to my store.

Where do you get the products for your store? Do

you work with wholesalers or do you buy directly 

from the producers, and why did you decide on 

that  strategy?

Claudia Kreymann: I work with both, wholesalers 

and distributors, depending on where I get the 

better offer. Also, not all producers offer direct 

sales, and in many cases, it would be too  complicated

to buy directly from them, what with customs regulations,

etc. I also have several products from small, German

 manufactures that I visit myself to pick what I want.
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I am convinced that the

 customers are willing and ready

to spend more money on a  product as

long as the quality is right.“
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Mon Plaisir's homepage

lists the upcomming events
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Apart from selling erotic products, you also host

events such as lectures, readings, etc. in your store.

Where will you go with this, and how does it fit in with

the concept of “Mon Plaisir“?

Claudia Kreymann: The book readings and lectures

fit in perfectly with the concept of the store, because

they are always about love and eroticism. So it felt

right to present these books in an environment that is

also about love and pleasure.

Sometimes, it can also be very humorous, for instance

if we have a funny lecture on the evolution of

 underwear, from knickers to slips to strings or a very,

very frivolous chanson evening. But of course, these

events are also very informative, dealing with all

aspects and variants of pleasure, from tantra to BDSM.

One of the things I want to do is keep the door of my

store open for people who are curious but wouldn't

enter an erotic shop if they didn't have a “reason.“

And if I can help make eroticism more socially

 acceptable, then great. Pretty much everybody is

 interested in these topics, but only few dare to be

open about it. Most people need a moral safety net

before they allow themselves to explore those themes

outside of their bedroom.

What's more, these events also make for great

 advertisement. Apart from lectures and readings, I

also host toy parties and offer private shopping. And

right now, I am in the process of planning several

workshops to add to the mix.

The brick and mortar retailers are struggling to hold

their ground against the increasing competition from

the online trade. Will you also offer your products on

the internet in the foreseeable future?
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Claudia Kreymann: No. Admittedly, I do also send

packages to customers if I receive queries/orders via

e-mail, but I am running this store by myself – adding

an online shop would simply go beyond my

 capacities. Also, I feel that the online trade is only so

strong because many brick and mortar stores

 dedicate their limited sales space to the wrong

 products. Where should someone buy an erotic

 product if he doesn't want to go into a store of one

of the big chains (for whichever reason)? The online

trade is pretty much the only source these people

see. However, I have talked to many women about

this, and I know that most of them would really like to

get personal advice about the products they buy.

Too many of them have ordered erotic products on

the internet only to be disappointed. Many women

have also told me that they'd really like to touch the

toys and turn them on to see how loud they are, etc.

Naturally, none of that is possible in an online shop.

The shopping experience is very important. I don't just

offer products in my store, but I also offer personal

service, and I offer a certain atmosphere. As I already

said before: Shopping for beautiful products should

be just as pleasant as using them.

Of course, there are customers who come to the

store to get advice and then still order the product

online. But I believe that the walk-in stores will be able

to brave the competition from the online trade if they

close the gaps in their range and if they change the

way these products are sold. Because then, the brick

and mortar retailers can offer a service you can't get

on the internet.

What does a brick and mortar store have to bring to

the table to keep up with the online competition in

the long run?

Claudia Kreymann: Service, most definitely. And

when I say service I mean more than just putting

some spare batteries into the bag; I am talking about

a real focus on the customer.

It is not only about selling product XY. What we are

selling – especially in this market – is a feeling. Erotic

products are luxury items – you can live without them,

but they can make life more beautiful, and that is
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We are more educated and more

open-minded about these things

than we were 20 years ago, but we are

still talking about something very

 intimate here. Many women feel

 uncomfortable being watched by a 

man when they pick a sex toy. “
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exactly what we need to convey to the consumers.

You can't do that with a “Buy Now“ button on a

 website, and when it comes down to it, getting

 discreet packages in the mail can't give you that

 feeling either.

I travelled to Japan a while ago, and I learned a 

lot about what customer service in the retail 

trade can be. Of course, you don't have to 

copy everything, our cultures are too different for that

to work ... but we should definitely take a leaf or two

out of their book.

How important is competent advice in the store for

the success of a pro-

duct? Do the consu-

mers usually have a

specific product in

mind when they enter

your store?

Claudia Kreymann: Ex-

pert advice is extremely

important. Sure, there

are customers who al-

ready know exactly what they want and just come in

to pick up that product and buy it. But many –

 especially those who are buying their first toy or want

to try something new – want and appreciate my

 advice.

What's also important in my opinion is to find out if

there is a deeper desire hidden behind the customer's

questions about a product. Maybe there is a desire

or an interest that she doesn't want to state openly,

so you have to read between the lines and bring the

topic up yourself.

Was it difficult to find an appropriate sales space?

Did some people turn you down when they heard

that you wanted to open an erotic store in their

 building, or were you welcomed with open arms?

Claudia Kreymann: I was extremely fortunate as far

as that is concerned. The second premises I visited

were perfect, and there were absolutely no problems

about my plans of opening an erotic store there. I

told the owner in great detail what I wanted to do
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and that I wanted it to be a classy store – that won

him over immediately. Coming to think of it, there

was no one who gave me a hard time once I had

had opportunity to talk to them. But I know that there

are people who are more conservative when it

 comes to these things, people who don't want to be

associated with erotic products. I accept that, and

whenever I encounter someone like that, I try to find

another way to realise my ideas.

Which measures did you take to create awareness

for your store in and around Dortmund? How do you

appeal to women who have not really been exposed

to erotic products or have been too hesitant to visit

an erotic store so far?

Claudia Kreymann: The first

thing I did was go to the

 hairdressers and cosmetics

studios in the vicinity of my

store and ask if I they would

place a few invitations for the

grand opening on their

counter. Whenever there

were customers standing

 nearby who heard this, they were immediately

 intrigued and asked if they could have an invitation

as well. After that, I turned to the local press and put

some ads in newspapers. Advertising on social media

sites and topic-related web portals was the next step.

I also rely heavily on those when advertising the events

and workshops I am working on. 

For certain events or campaigns, I am also going to

distribute flyers. In the long run, however, word of

mouth will be most important tool to getting new

 customers into the store. Naturally, that doesn't

  happen overnight. It takes time, but I knew that when

I took on this challenge.

Which trends are going to dominate the erotic

 market in the near future?

Claudia Kreymann: To be perfectly honest. I haven't

been in this business long enough to foresee real

trends. All I want is beautiful products – for men, for

women, and for all their wishes and needs.
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You are the president of Beamonstar. Before we get

into more detail, would you mind describing your

company to us?

Jeff Bolanos: Award-winning Beamonstar Products is

known industry-wide as the first to bring booming male

sexual enhancement products to adult retailers. Since

2006, Beamonstar Products has launched some of the

most successful male enhancement brands onto the

market, beginning with the manufacturing and

 distributing of ExtenZe. 

Through the years, Beamonstar has expanded and

 diversified its brand many times. In addition to ExtenZe,

Beamonstar’s SexVoltz male enhancement supplement

has left its mark on the industry, picking up several

awards and nominations from a number of different

award shows in the past. 

SexVoltz has definitely been the backbone of the

 Beamonstar Products family. We have launched other

very successful products like XploZion, Velextra, and

Sweeten69, but their success has been spawned by

the incredible job SexVoltz has done in the marketplace.

We have worked tirelessly to get the products to retailers
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The success story of Beamonstar began in 2006 when

the American producer launched their  f i rs t  products

for better sex under the brand name ExtenZe. S ince

then, the range of enhancement products for men,

women and couples has grown considerably and new

products have been added to the range, for  in-

stance sex toys and – as of late – vaporisers.

In  our  EAN in ter v iew,  Beamonstar ' s

 Pres ident ,  Jef f  Bo lanos,  sheds some

l ight  on the inner  work ings  of  h i s

company, and he tel ls  us which of

h i s  p roducts  are par t icu lar ly

 popular in Europe at the moment.

and into the hands of the consumers, and the response

has always been amazing.

SexVoltz’s success has been unparalleled and the 1 SKU

product line has expanded over the past year to include

different bottle amounts, vibrating pleasure rings, bullet

vibes, lubricants, and a delay spray. 

With the over-saturation of the male sexual

 enhancement market, Beamonstar has expanded into

female sexual enhancement with the recent addition

of NYAGRA. 

You offer an impressive portfolio of products today, but

could you tell us a bit about your company’s history?

When did you start and what were the first products

you were selling?

Jeff Bolanos: Beamonstar Products started in the industry

as the exclusive adult retail supplier of the top sexual

enhancement supplement for men, ExtenZe. Carrying

ExtenZe is a no-brainer for any adult store. It is easily

one of the most well branded, well marketed

 supplements in history and it pretty much will sell itself in

any store.

Jeff Bolanos presents Beamonstar

exclusive
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Beamonstar has been nominated

for multiple awards in recent 

times. In which fields of business 

did you excel?

Jeff Bolanos: In offering a unique

expansive assortment of sexual

 enhancement supplements for

men and women, I would say that

Beamonstar excels at offering

 retailers the best up-sell opportuni-

ties. The beauty of Beamonstar

 Products is that just about all of

 products make excellent up-sells!

Blister packs of our best-selling sexual

enhancement supplements are

great add-ons, as well as rings, lube

and vapes – these items are all

 priced to up-sell any purchase.

Marketing is also another speciality

of Beamonstar Products. We are

consistent in offering retail displays,

shelf talkers, and product education

tools to make it an easy sell for any

distributor or store.

Beamonstar’s newest lines, Naked

Vapor and Supreme Vapor E-Cigs,

also arrive at retailers fully ready to

sell. Like all Beamonstar Products,

Naked Vapor and Supreme Vapor

are merchandised attractively and

perfectly, enabling retailers to

 maximise their sales and easily

handle their inventory. With the

 introductory kit, a customer receives

an already assembled pop up

 display holding up all the necessary

vaping accessories. 

One of the specialties of Beamons-

tar are your sexual wellness and

 enhancement supplements. What

are you offering in that regard?

Jeff Bolanos: For males, Beamonstar

offers the award-winning SexVoltz

supplement, and XploZion ejaculate

volumiser. SexVoltz is an all-natural

herbal blend has been perfected

to effectively fuel ejaculate for

powerful orgasms and amplified

 sexual desire — resulting in erection

The Naughty Couples First Aid Kit includes

the Beamonstar top-sellers 

J E F F  B O L A N O S
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All around the world I see a similar demand for

high quality sexual enhancement supplements.

 Regardless of what region is in question, male and

 female consumers are looking to bring out the best in

their sex lives.”

................................ 
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frequency, breath-taking strength and stamina! 

Key  ingredients that have been tested for safety 

and top performance make BeaMonstar’s SexVoltz 

a healthy  alternative to pricey prescription male

 enhancement supplements.

XploZion is an all-natural enhancer for men that

 maximises the volume of ejaculation for a longer, more

intense, satisfying orgasm! XploZion’s proprietary blend

of herbal ingredients is proven to add power, volume

and intensity to every ejaculation. With XploZion you will

be able to deliver multiple roped orgasms, proving to

your lover that you can go on all night! With XploZion

you will prolong that incomparable feeling of orgasm

and you’ll feel it from head to toe! Men that take

 enlargement pills can make the most of their doses by

adding XploZion — because the size of your load is as

important as the size of your penis! Additionally, 

studies show that frequent ejaculation is beneficial to

men’s prostates. 

Is there one product, which is your current bestseller?

Jeff Bolanos: Within the male sexual enhancement

 category, SexVoltz is a consistent bestseller. For couples,

Sweeten69 continues to be a highly popular unisex

 supplement. Sweeten69 was introduced to men and

women to transform the taste of their secretions from
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bitter and funky to naturally sweet and desirable. Taken

daily, Sweeten69 works with your body's natural

 processes to improve the way you taste to your partner.

BeaMonstar makes this easy with 30-tab bottles to keep

you tasting delicious all month-long! Sweeten69 is a

safe and effective alternative to balancing a diet based

on sexual pleasures. Watching what you eat is not easy

and is the reason why many people are self conscious

about how they smell and taste during oral sex.

 BeaMonstar’s Sweeten69 makes it easy infusing an  

all-natural supplement with fruit extracts from pineapple

and kiwi, among other healthy, tasty ingredients that

you love!

Beamonstar recently introduced the Naughty Couples

Sexual First Aid Kit to bring customers all of our  

best-sellers in one convenient kit. This 4-in-1 set features

the best of BeaMonstar Products with “his and her” sex

supplements to enhance the experience for both

 partners. Revamped with a new all-natural formula, the

award-winning SexVoltz for men works fast to electrify

stamina and fuel ejaculate for powerful orgasms. Men

also can yield stronger orgasms by intensifying

 ejaculation with XploZion. BeaMonstar’s renowned

 formula creates roped orgasms that prolong the

 incomparable feeling of release. Sexual enhancement

isn’t just for men any more with the newly formulated
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Velextra for women, which is also included in the

Naughty Couples Kit. This powerful supplement boosts

her libido and heightens desire for long-lasting stamina

under the sheets. Both partners can benefit from

 Sweeten69, the all-natural supplement that transforms

the taste of secretions from bitter and funky to naturally

sweet and desirable for better oral sex.

One of the current trends in the erotic trade is sexual

wellness. Something that you have been supporting

with your supplements for a while. Are you benefitting

from this trend?

Jeff Bolanos: Absolutely. As one of the pioneering brands

within the sexual wellness category, Beamonstar has

become a globally recognisable brand that consumers

have come to trust. All of Beamonstar’s products are

made using high quality all-natural ingredients that

 consumers can benefit from.

You sell different lines of supplements for male and

 female customers. Being gentlemen, could you tell us

about your female line first? Which products do you

offer here and what do they do?

Jeff Bolanos: Based on Beamonstar’s groundbreaking

XploZion pill formula, which offers bigger and more

powerful ejaculations for men, Beamonstar’s 

NYAGRA promises similar results for women. The active

ingredients in XploZion are known to boost the body

systems that contribute to male orgasms. Similarly,

 NYAGRA will heighten a woman’s sexual experience to

the point of explosion. 
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The supplement also assists in making it easier for the

 average woman to experience the elusive female

 ejaculation. NYAGRA improves blood flow to the clitoris

and G-Spot to increase sensitivity and arouse more

 powerful orgasms. It acts as an all-natural libido-boosting

enhancer made for women. A single pill taken 45  minutes

to one hour before sexual activity gives women enhanced

desire, energy and pleasure that will continue for several

hours. The pills are gentle on the stomach and are extre-

mely easy to swallow. Benefits can start up to one hour

before sexual activity however consistent daily use is im-

portant for long-term sexual enhancement benefits. NYA-

GRA is the ultimate solution for women who want to reignite

their love life with a powerful, all natural aphrodisiac.

Velextra is an all-natural libido-boosting enhancer made

especially for women. A single pill taken one hour before

sexual activity gives women enhanced desire and

heightens her sexual drive for up to 24-36 hours!

 Velextra’s ground-breaking all-natural formula is a

 perfect match with other products in BeaMonstar’s

award-winning range, including Sweeten69 and so her

male partner doesn’t fall behind in the bedroom,

 SexVoltz and XploZion are perfect for him to keep up.

Velextra’s all-natural, fast-acting formula lasts up to 72

hours for passionate, long lasting intimate moments!

Do you think there is a different mentality in the US and

in Europe when it comes to sexual health and wellness

supplements? Do people take more supplements in

one of these regions, or somewhere else in the world

for that matter?
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Jeff Bolanos: All around the world I see a similar de-

mand for high quality sexual enhancement supple-

ments.  Regardless of what region is in question, male

and  female consumers are looking to bring out the

best in their sex lives. With the overwhelming popularity

of Fifty Shades, adult couples are becoming more

interested in enhancing their passion in between the

sheets and they aren’t afraid to talk about it. However

in the  European market we have received the most

orders for XploZion and Sweeten69.

Besides supplements you also sell a collection of toys.

Could you introduce these to us? What makes them

special and which aspect of them do you attach the

most importance to? 

Jeff Bolanos: The new collection includes four lines:

XpanderZ, XtensionZ, DongZ and PlugZ. All of the toys

are made in Southern California and are 100-percent

phthalate-free.

The pieces from the new collection are so beautiful

they could easily be mistaken for art pieces. Also, we

committed to manufacturing the collection right here

in the U.S. so we know what is going into our toys and

we have complete control over our manufacturing.

We are proud to say that our pricing is competitive

with most of the larger manufacturers out there.

The line has done extremely well for our distributors

and stores, and we are thrilled to finally be entering

the toy space with our new collection. Since I started

 Beamonstar Products, my goal has been to build solid

relationships with all our distributors, retailers and most

importantly, our consumers. Beamonstar has become

a trusted brand name in the marketplace, so when

we introduce a product that bares our name, people

know they are getting a quality product.
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You also sell vaporisers. How do they fit into your 

portfolio?

Jeff Bolanos: The Vapor products have been selling like

crazy for us. With a down economy, stores have been

looking for ways to bring new customers in the door. A

lot of our retailers have told us that they have customers

who specifically come into their store just to get their

vapour products whether it be a full kit, new atomisers,

wicks, or just new e-liquid flavours. The cross promotion

potential has been great because when they come in

to stock up on their vapour products, they usually end

up buying other products as well.

The Naked Vapor includes everything someone needs

to start vaping. In addition to the kits and accessories,

the company also offers a free-standing display that

holds 150 bottles of e-liquid including 25 different

 flavours, as well as 10 Vape Kits and 10 Atomisers.

Even though your supplements are herbal, are you able

to sell them to all countries? Are you selling to Europe?

Where can European retailers turn to if they want to

pick up your products?

Jeff Bolanos: Beamonstar is currently seeking distributors

to assist in the availability in our brands in Europe and

other countries. Customers can buy direct from

www.beamonstar.com, where they can purchase

 popular brands such as XploZion and Sweeten69. 

Retailers who are interested in selling Beamonstar

 Products also have the option of setting up a wholesale

account by visiting www.beamonstar.com/collections-

/wholesale. The benefits of signing up for Beamonstar

Wholesale includes special pricing and discounts, gift

with purchases, one-on-one customer service and

more. We offer fast shipping and an easy ordering

 system that allows users to order any time. 
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as well as women

Velextra has been developed for women

to increase their sexual pleasure
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For a long t ime, the EAN crystal bal l  was resigned to col lect ing dust on a shelf  somewhere.

Several years have passed s ince we last looked into i ts  depths to foresee the future of the

erot ic market.  Back then, we put the clair voyant potential  of Dominic Hawes to the test.

Dominic has lef t the industry some time ago, but many members of the market wil l  cer tainly

remember his name. Now, EAN has dusted off  the crystal bal l  and placed i t  in the hands of

Er ic Kalén to revive the old EAN tradit ion of soothsaying.

“I have a great 
feeling about 2015.”

Eric Kalén takes a look into the crystal ball for EAN

Eric Kalén predicts that 2015 will be

a good year for the erotic industry
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Eric, let's dust off the crystal ball and

take a look into the future! Do you

have a good feeling about 2015?

Eric Kalén: Yes, I have a great feeling

about 2015. People will talk about it,

and it will be remembered as the

 golden year of masturbation in the

history books!

Do you think there is a chance for

growth in the erotic market this year?

Or will we maybe see stiffer competi-

tion and some crowding out in 2015?

Eric: Currently, the erotic market only

reaches about 20% of the potential

buyers so I think there´s a lot of

 potential for growth. But if we don't

create more new consumers, the

competition over the existing ones will

only get stiffer.

Can the market even control its own

destiny – be it in a positive or nega-

tive way? Or put differently, is 

the market a plaything of other  

socio-economic factors?

Eric: Of course, socio-economic

factors are an an important factor in

a sensitive market like ours, but I think

the sex-toy market is unique in a way.

I think there are many social and

 cultural trends that are developing in

our favour, so there is great potential if

'the market' works with and adapts to

these trends. But 'the market' consists

of many companies, people, and

ideas, and on this level, there is really

no overview or control.

Which problems and difficulties 

will the market be faced with in 

the  future?

Eric: Maybe there will be new

 regulations regarding the quality and

certification of products. This would be

a challenge for many producers, dis-

tributors, and retailers. Also, the growing

power of the big e-retailers will be a

problem for smaller shops as well as

no-brand products and producers.

Soon, the 50 Shades of Grey film will

hit the big screen. Do you think the

great expectations that many market

players have about this film are

 justified? Will the adaptation create a

veritable boom in the erotic market?

Eric: If the movie does well and many

people who see it go out and buy 50

Shades of Grey products and the

 product works well for them, then that

is great for the industry. Then there will

be millions of new buyers who will start

looking for their next toy.

With this potential blockbuster on the

way, do you think the erotic industry

will take another big step towards be-

coming mainstream in 2015?

Eric: If you want to be 'mainstream' in

2015 ,the work should have been

done in 2012 / 2013 / 2014. Sex toys

are already available at Amazon and

the big pharmacy sites and a lot of

mainstream channels, so I don't think

the movie will make a big difference,

only maybe for the '50 Shades of Grey'

brand sales.

People often talk about the

 increasing acceptance towards sex

toys in  society. Are there examples

for this  increase? And isn't this

 development a result of the e-

 commerce age as consumers can

purchase any item more or less

anonymously on the  internet?

Eric: I would say that it´s a

 combination of both, an increasing

acceptance of sex toys and the shift

towards e-commerce. It's hard to say

which part has the most influence.

Courting the mainstream market

seems to be a bit of a two-edged

sword as different interests clash –

 namely those of producers and

 distributors on one side and those of

the trade on the other. What is your

stance on this topic?

Eric: We want to be where the

 consumers are. That may be in

 traditional channels, e-commerce, or

mainstream channels. I don't think that

the producers and distributors are on

one side and the trade on another. I

think it is more relevant to see that the

producers want the widest distribution

possible, the 'trade' wants exclusivity,

and the distributors are in the middle.

Amazon is also the subject of some

debate – the online behemoth spells

serious competition for the erotic

trade, but promises lucrative business

to the producers. How will this situation

develop in the future?

Eric: Amazon is huge, and they have

already disrupted many markets. But

they are just an online retailer, they do

not care (yet) about what products

they offer in the adult category and

they don't give anything extra to the

buyer. So I think there is still a 

great  opportunity in 'our' market 

as most of our new and old buyers

would like, and often need, advice

and tips from trusted retailers with

 product knowledge. 

The shift from brick and mortar

 towards e-commerce has been

changing the industry for several  years

now. What can we expect 

in 2015?

E R I C  K A L É N
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Eric: I think that development will just continue to escalate.

In 2014, popular modern technologies had great influence

on product development in the erotic industry.  

App- controlled vibrators are a popular example of this

 development. Will this trend continue in the new year?

Eric: Yes, I would assume so! A great starting point would

be to ask yourself why you'd want to use a new technology

in a vibrator. Does it really add anything for the  

end- consumer or is it only a marketing ploy?

Products with an appealing design, made of first-class

materials, offering great functionality – what was once

a big selling point is becoming more and more

 common nowadays. Is that why producers jump at

new technologies to set their products apart from the

competition? Is  technology replacing design as the big

unique selling point?

Eric: I think many producers are trying to come up with

some new revolutionary technology that will set their

 product apart from the others, and these are used as

selling points. It seems as if there are some more techno-

logy-driven than consumer-driven companies in this industry. 

Do you think that more producers will seek the advice of

gynaecologists, therapists, etc. when developing new
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 products in 2015, or that the suggestions of such experts

will carry more weight in the industry?

Eric: I think that producers don't necessarily talk more to

specialists for development advice, but for legitimacy and

marketing reasons. Approved by… etc.

Products for women, products for couples … some trends

have been leaving quite the impression and have been

shaping the market for several years now. Will they also

dominate in 2015?

Eric: Yes. I don't think this is a 'trend' that will go away.

At eroFame 2014, it almost felt like there was a  counter-

movement to these trends, given the great number of

dolls and masturbators as well as realistic-looking vibrators

and dildos. Are we going back to the roots, or is this just an

example of the market catering to a certain demand?

Eric: I definitely think there is still a place in the market for

the more realistic 'old-school' products, and I am very

happy to see them having this come-back, but I don't

think the market will go back to what it looked like 20

years ago.

And what about private label brands? Are they going to

become even more successful this year, taking an even

bigger slice of the pie?

Eric: Yes, I think the private label market will grow even

bigger in the coming years.

Do you think that there will be a greater focus on brands in

2015? Will more consumers pick brand products over their

generic counterparts?

Eric: I think it´s important for the end consumer to know

where the products come from or who stands behind

them. So I think that consumers will pick more and more

products they recognise by brand rather than generic

 products, but this is a slow, long process.

Given your insights into the industry, do you expect we will

see ground-breaking innovations in the vibrator segment?

Will 2015 see the advent of the “super-vibrator“, and we

just haven't heard about it?

Eric: I doubt that there will be any revolutionary 'super-

 vibrator', but there will definitely be interesting new stuff

 coming out. I look forward to seeing it all!
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Fo r  qu i te  some t ime ,  Andy  Sm i th ,  t he  CEO o f   

B r i t i s h -based  Cy rex ,  had  been  en te r ta in ing  the

though t  o f  d i s t r ibu t ing  h i s  p roduc t s  v ia  one  o f

main land Europe ' s  leading  d i s t r ibu to r s .  One o f

the companies that had always been on his  shor t

l i s t  was  Shots  Media.  Why he f ina l ly   decided

to t rans late h i s  p lan in to  act ion and s t r i ke  a

deal  w i th  Oscar  He i jnen and h i s  team i s  one

o f  t he  top ic s  we  ta l ked  abou t  i n  ou r  EAN

 in ter v iew.  We a lso inv i ted Oscar  He i jnen to  jo in

the   conve r sa t ion  and  asked  h im abou t  t he

 potent ia l  o f  e lect ro  sex  products .

Andy, would you mind giving us an overview of your

products? How many products are there? What types

of products are they? What sets them apart from

the competition, and how are they priced?

Andy: ElectraStim products are generally split

into two subcategories – stimulators and

electrodes. Stimulators provide the power

and control, and the electrodes are the

sex toys you connect. The terminology is

a little technical, that’s why we tend to

use the label ‘electro sex toys’ to des-

cribe the products as a whole. We

have around 80 individual products

with 4 key stimulators and around

50 different sex toys. They’re priced

in line with other luxury sex toys,

with the stimulators coming in at

between £100 and £299 and

the toys at £12.99 for a basic

cock ring to £179.00 for our

beautifully crafted “Intimidator”

exclusive
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extreme electro butt plug. ElectraS-

tim products are different to vibrating

sex toys because they use a low-level

electrical current to create stimula-

tion. Instead of just rubbing against

the nerve endings toward the sur-

face of the skin to create pleasurable

sensations, our toys target nerve

 endings deeper down. This means

you’ll feel sensation as a tingle on

the surface plus a clenching and re-

laxing sensation in the intimate mus-

cles surrounding the toy. It’s been

 described as feeling like penetrative

thrusting  without the need for manual

manipulation. Others say it feels like

an orgasm without the biochemistry.

We’d agree with both!

You have entrusted your product line

to Shots Media for Europe-wide

 distribution. Why did you decide to

take this step?

Andy: We’ve been considering a

partnership with a major European

distributor for a while but  wanted to

wait until the right time. We’ve worked

hard producing new products,

 wrapping up the multi-language

translation of our product instructions

and packaging, increasing brand

awareness and refining our

 collection. Shots have a great

 reputation and they were on our

 radar as a potential European

 distributor for a while. They place

 emphasis on  providing information to

 stockists in a variety of languages, their

customer base is impressive and their

 catalogue boasts some big-name

brands in sex tech. On paper, Shots are a

 serious distribution force and we fully expect

them to deliver great results.

Being a British producer, how  important is it

for you to expand your distribution network

on the European mainland?

Andy: Europe is a key leader in sex tech

development and some of the biggest

brands have come straight out of the

continent. Being based in the UK, we’re

obviously a part of that and we already

have some stockists on the mainland.

Not everyone is able to deal directly

with us though and that’s why having

good  distribution links is vital. We’re ho-

ping that our Shots partnership will

help us to boost our reputation in the

 European market.

There is certainly no lack of

  wholesalers and distributors in

 mainland Europe, so I'd like 

to know which criteria you 

went by when choosing your

 distribution partner?

Andy: I believe it’s important 

to have a good rapport with 

your  perspective distributors 

before committing to a long-

term  partnership, especially

when your products are more

A N D Y  S M I T H
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Andy Smith, CEO of Cyrex, hopes to improve

the market position of his products in Europe 

  distribution force and 
  deliver great results.” 



 specialised like ours are. Cyrex met Oscar and Hein a

few years ago at a trade show and over the years we’ve

met up at various events, most recently at Expomark in

Costa Rica where we began to talk about a distribution

deal. The Shots guys really  impressed me with how they

run their business and that was the real clincher. They

have good working knowledge of electro stimulation and

they certainly have the expertise to deliver great results

within the adult retail sector. They’ve done really well with

the Fetish Fantasy Shock

 Therapy Kits and ElectraStim is

a natural progression for those

who want to try a more varied

electrosex experience. All of

the signs were there that a

 Cyrex – Shots Media partner-

ship was a match made in sex

toy heaven.

Could any distributor be  successful with your products,

or are certain qualities  required on the part of the

 distributor to realise the full potential of these  products? 

Andy: Any distributor worth their salt will put some time

and effort into  understanding the products they sell and

we  believe Shots agree with that sentiment. Any distributor

has the potential to sell any number of  products but what

will  ultimately be the difference between big success

and nominal sales is knowledge and effort. Shots have

both in spades.

Please, give us more information about the distribution

agreement with Shots. Do they carry your entire product

range? Have you Done an exclusive deal?

Andy: They will be picking up the entire ElectraStim line

as per the 2015 catalogue.  Due to the introduction of

the  Silicone Noir range of insertables we have naturally

trimmed out some overlapping items.  The items include

6 stimulator packs, 39 electro sex toys and a selection of

pads, cables, gels, wipes and adapters to be used with

the toys. They’ll also be stocking our point of sale products

so bricks- and-mortar stores can create a good visual

display for our products. We have not entered into an

exclusivity deal with Shots Media but they are in a great

position to service all European countries with very limited

competition.
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Marketing products is one thing, but often, it is also

 necessary to support the trade by offering training

 courses, not to mention sales-promoting materials. Will

you be working together closely with Shots to provide

this kind of support?

Andy: We’ve always placed emphasis on training stockists

and this extends to those managed by distributors. Our

 initial focus will be on training Shots staff and will be

 available to help train chain store stockists, but there is

also scope for us to visit individual outlets.

As well as hands-on training, we also

have a wealth of material on our

UK/Europe website that stockists can

 utilise and a UK/ European stockist map

to help our website visitors locate their

nearest bricks-and-mortar stockists.

Your products are appealing to a clearly

defined niche audience. Aren't you worried that your

products might not have enough room to shine among

the thousands of other products Shots Media is

 distributing, or that your collection might end up looking

as if it were just one of many?

Andy: We’d have to disagree, our customer base is far

from niche so it stands to reason our audience aren’t

 either. In fact most of our interest comes from curious

newbies looking to try something like a dildo or cock ring,

not from those into urethral sounds and clamps – the

 products that we find appeal to a more niche audience.

Because 99% of the sex toy market focuses on stimulation

created with manual movement or vibrating motors, we

feel our products always stand out from the rest. In many

cases they stimulate completely hands free, making it

easy to enjoy other forms of play or partner interaction

alongside sex toy use. We also design our 

stimulators and most of our sex toys in house, so

 everything from the shapes to the stimulation style is

ElectraStim  conceptualised and created. 

Oscar, your company now also distributes the ElectraStim

line from British company Cyrex. Are you focusing more

on the niche segments of the market now?

Oscar: Yes and no, if that makes sense. We put emphasis

on all types of products that we want to offer to the

market in order to have the most complete and best
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 assortment possible.  The electro product segment, which

has proven to be very popular, needed a bigger

 representation than we had last year.

While far from your every-day sex toy, ElectraStim 

is not the only product line in the electro sex 

segment. Why did you pick this collection over

 competing  products?

Oscar: At the last eroFame, we started investigating

this market segment. First of all, we had a very good

 relationship with Andy from Electrastim whom we have

known for years as we already  had friendly chats at

 various shows all over the world. Apart from that, we

found out that these unique products were not really

well  represented on the  European market so we saw

a gap there. As everyone knows, we manufacture our

own  product lines and we are very appreciative of in-

novation and  uniqueness in products as it is not an

easy thing to accomplish. These products have a lot

of cool features and our female customers are ”trading

in“ their dildos and insertable vibes for our electro dildos

and the Lula Kegel Balls have become part of their

daily lives. Men are using electro cock rings and anal
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toys to replace their previous vibrating toys. People

normally start with  dildos and vibrators but they are

quickly converted once electro sex toys have pushed

their buttons. It is not so much the niche, but rather the

unknown type of  stimulation that has kept many people

away. So for us, it will be a challenge to reach a

 broader audience familiar with these kind of toys!

What criteria determine whether or not Shots Media

adds a new collection to their product range? Or, put

differently: What makes a product a no go for Shots?

Oscar: That is not easy to answer as there are many

 criteria that we take into consideration before we make

a decision. First of all, our customers have to have

 demand for a certain product. Our sales team

 investigates and talks with them before we add

 anything to our collection. We look at different aspects

like quality, innovation, multilingual packaging,  etcetera.

We do not make overnight decisions and normally this

process takes between one and two months. 

How much potential does the market for electro sex

products hold?
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Oscar: It is a growing market segment but how big it

will become is difficult to predict. Nevertheless, we are

convinced that it will achieve a bigger market share

over the course of the next two years! Even though

electro stimulation was originally focused around fetish

play, things have moved along now. People are using

their electro sex toys for hands-free intimate stimulation,

Kegel exercises and a new

way to synchronise pleasure

with their partner. Most of our

toys don´t need to be held

in place like traditional vibra-

tors or have to be thrust like

dildos. Many electro sex toys

have been designed to be

used in a similar way as dil-

dos, vibrators, and anal sex

toys. The sensations just differ from what people are

used to. As awareness about electro sex toys has been

growing and people have been realising that they are

not just designed purely for BDSM pleasure, we have

seen a huge surge in interest. As long as people are

”converting“ to electro stimulation, this market will con-

tinue to grow rapidly.

Do your suppliers offer product training to your sales

team so they can better sell the products?

Oscar: At Shots, we have always been dedicated to

the training of distributors and stockists. We are

 travelling the world to give hands-on demonstrations

to those who stock our products. ElectraStim also has

a range of online advice guides to help those selling

these products to better understand their possibilities

and features. So yes, our sales crew is 100% informed

about any product in our collection as they have

been personally trained by the supplier.

Which strategies will Shots choose to increase

 awareness of, and interest in electro sex among your

customers?

Oscar: ElectraStim is being offered on our website

right now, and we first started promoting it by sending

out informative e-mails. In the next step, our sales

crew will be visiting all our key-customers with full

 details and samples.
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The brand portfolio of your company keeps growing

and growing. How do you make sure that every single

brand gets the attention it deserves?

Oscar: Our B2B website www.shots.nl is a portal where

customers can find one of the biggest collections in

Europe. There, you can order online, and we will ship

as fast as we can. There are about 15.000 different

products online and in stock, and

that figure will will increase to

more than 20.000 by the end of

the year! Our plans for every new

brand like ElectraStim are

”simple“: We give them access to

a unique database of customers,

we send out e-flyers to promote

the brand, our sales crew visits

every key-customer in Europe with

samples, and we build a dedicated in-house

 showroom for the brand. With these efforts, the

 product line will start to move, and we keep pushing

it with every release and every new product that is

being released,  time and time again. After a couple

of months, we analyse the whole campaign in terms

of sales, customer reaction, requests and remarks,

distribution volume, etcetera. Based on the results,

we create a new marketing plan for the next phase

where we come up with sales campaigns and  

in-store promotions. Bottom line is that we give every

brand a VIP treatment! We are a distribution channel

that wants to provide everything our customers are

asking for. After all, they know what is the best for their

business.

Can you think of anything that is still missing from

your product range? Is there even room for more

new categories and collections.

Oscar: Oh yes, I still have a big wish list! We are still

missing a few brands and that is why we will introduce

one new brand each month for the next 12 months.

We will support every new brand by offering their

 complete range of products to the Shots customer

base. Keep an eye out for Shots as 2015 will be the

year of big expansions into new markets and

 conquering a bigger market share in countries where

we are already active!
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Since when have you been active in the erotic re-

tail trade, and what was your motivation to get

into the erotic market back in the day?

Keith Thompson: After running an Escort Agency Ser-

vice for years I decided to expand in the Adult Erotic

Retail trade about 10 years ago.

Please tell us more about your store. Where is it situa-

ted? How much sales space do you have at your dis-

posal? How would you describe the interior design?

Keith Thompson: Glamworld is located in Mary Street

in Dublin city centre. My idea was to open a store

that wouldn't be intimidating for customers to enter. I

wanted to open an adult store that would cater to all

forms of fetish fantasies. We first started with a small

retail space but years on now we have three floors of

erotic pleasure.
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Rebecca and Keith Thompson are the owners of the erot ic retai l  s tore Glamworld in the

centre of Dubl in. For more than ten years,  they have been offer ing a wide range of erot ic

products and – more impor tantly -  professional ser vice, exper t advice, and a great shop-

ping experience to the consumers of the I r ish capital .  EAN talked with the two about their

activ i t ies in the br ick and mor tar and the e-commerce trade, and we also asked them

about the developments in I reland's erot ic retai l  market.

“You still can’t beat the excitement
and fun of entering an adult store.”

What are the strong points of the store? Why do the con-

sumers seek you out?

Rebecca Thompson: The main strong points of our store

would be the wide range of adult products we have to

offer customers. Our staff know our products inside out

and are great at helping our customers to find the right

product for their specific need. We find that we get a lot

of repeat business from customers and recommendations

based on the advice given by staff.

Which products and categories do you have in your

range, and what are your current top-sellers?

Rebecca Thompson: Glamworld is divided in to sections;

Anal, Vibrators, Strap-On Area, Fetish Wear, Men's Wear,

DVD Room, Lingerie Area. We sell wide range of products,

with the current top sellers being bondage and fetish and

of course vibrators. 

Glamworld in the heart of Dublin

exclusive
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Is there a focus on brands in 

your store?

Keith Thompson: We stock all the

main brands of toys. We also stock

more pocket friendly adult

 products. We like to cater for 

every customer that comes

through our doors.

What about the customers? Did

the percentage of women and

couples strolling into your store 

increase over the course of the

past years?

Keith Thompson: Yes, definitely,

over the past few years we have

noticed the percentage of women

and  couples has increased very

much  indeed. We set up

 Glamworld with the intention of

 appealing to women in particular. 

Which trends and developments

are dominating the erotic retail

trade on the emerald isle right now?

Rebecca Thompson: We are

 getting more fetish parties popping

up along side swingers clubs, but

the big trends at the moment over

the country is all talk of Fifty Shades

of Grey. Partners and couples are

excited to up lift their sex lives.

How has the erotic market in Ireland

developed over the course of the

past years?

Rebecca Thompson: Fifty Shades

of Grey has helped the erotic trade

in Ireland become more open and

people are more aware that adult

shops are here for business. We are

here to help people with their sex

lives. We are not just seedy shops

for dirty old men.(as some people

still see Adult Shops)

How would you describe the cur-

rent situation in the Irish erotic retail 

trade? Has it recovered from the

 economic crisis?

Keith Thompson: The economic

crisis here is Ireland did not 

really effect our business too

much. Glamworld  customers

 tended to come in to look for

something that would help them

unwind from their stress.

How many brick and mortar 

stores selling erotic products are 

there in  Ireland?

Keith Thompson: There are so many

shops here now in Ireland, too many

really for the size of the isle.

Are they rather modern – i.e. more

appealing to women and couples

– or rather traditional, with a focus

on the male clientele? Where can

 interested shoppers find erotic sto-

res – on the shopping promena-

des, or in less attractive locations?

Rebecca Thompson: Some shops

here in Dublin just cater for male

 clientele. Glamworld likes to cater for

all types of customers. Most shops

here are situated on side streets

across the country. There is no specific

area for adult shops, although there

are four shops in about three minutes

walk from our store.

Which problems is the erotic retail

trade in Ireland faced with? 

Are there unique challenges to

being an adult retailer in Ireland,

or are they  comparable to the

 troubles of the  retail trade in

 continental Europe?

Keith Thompson: There is no

 specific licence needed to open a

shop here in Ireland. Planning per-

mission is  required to open all shops

regardless of the type. The disad-

vantage with this is that anyone can

K E I T H  T H O M P S O N
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open an adult shop without extensive knowledge

of what they are selling, apart from the price tag. 

What does the brick and mortar trade do to brave the

competition from the world wide web? Are you placing a

lot of emphasis on the shopping experience?

Rebecca Thompson: Adult shops in my opinion are still

more popular with customers rather than online. We find

people want to experience an adult shop see the products

for themselves. In Glamworld we allow customers to demo

most products before buying – within reason!!

As a result of the ongoing liberalisation in our society,

erotic products are being sold in pharmacies, drugstores,

supermarkets and at gas stations in many European

 countries. Is that also the case in

Ireland?

Rebecca Thompson: Some phar-

macies here are retailing a small

amount of cock rings, lubes etc.

 Likewise, some adult shops are

 displaying products in their

 windows. I do not agree with adult

products been sold in pharmacies

at all. I believe it should be restricted to adult shops only.

There has to be some  discretion left in the adult section. I

mean it is not ideal for children to be looking at strap-on’s,

vibrators etc. when  visiting a pharmacy with their parents. 

How tolerant is the Irish public when it comes to erotic

products? Do the consumers still have to overcome a

certain inhibition threshold before crossing the threshold

of an adult store?

Keith Thompson: Yes, I  mean there are still a large amount

of Irish people think sex shops are evil dirty shops ....but not
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everyone!! We find some customers have to build up

 courage to enter an adult shop. In Glamworld we have

even opened a side entrance to our shop to help

people overcome this issue.

Have external factors such as the 50 Shades of Grey

craze had any noticeable effects on the public

 acceptance of erotic products?

Keith Thompson: Yes, Fifty Shades of Grey has helped

people a little to overcome their shyness and to be a

bit more adventurous with their sex lives.

Do you feel that you get enough sup-

port from the  industry and your sup-

pliers? Do they offer things such as

product training courses, POS mate-

rials, etc.?

Keith Thompson: There are some

good suppliers that  provide great POS

materials and support back up for their

products they provide, e.g. MaleEdge

penis  enlarger. Scala and S&T Rubber also  provide

some POS material. However, in general other suppliers

should provide more POS  materials etc. to help

 promote sales. I have contacted the likes of Lelo and

Wet Lube on several occasions requesting some

 displays or sales aids and even met them at a recent

trade show, but to date I have still not received any

promotional material at all, which is disappointing.

Apart from your brick and mortar store, you also 

run an online shop. Multi-channel strategies 
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We are here to help

people with their sex

lives. We are not just seedy

shops for dirty old men.”

Rebecca Thompson 

................................ 

“

“I wanted to open an adult store that would cater

to all forms of fetish fantasies.” Keith Thompson 

“We like to cater for every customer that

comes through our doors.” Keith Thompson 





have  become rather common, still I'd like to know: Why

did you decide to also offer your products on the  internet?

Keith Thompson: We opened our online service for custo-

mers so they had the option to purchase goods from the

comfort of their own home. Some customers live in rural

areas and access to our shop, or indeed another shop

would mean making a journey to  another town to

 purchase the sex toys. Others prefer to purchase orders

online for convenience.

Please tell us a about the concept

of your online shop? How do the

product range, the customers, etc.

differ from your walk-in store? What

are the strong points of the web

shop?

Keith Thompson: The online shop

offers customers  products at a dis-

count. Customers always want better deals and different

offers. 

Was it easier to be successful in the e-commerce 

arena several years ago? How has the sale of erotic

 products via the internet changed since you started

your online shop?

Keith Thompson: The internet has changed from  

e-commerce from several years ago. Three a thousands

of web sites now all selling the same products for very

cheap prices.

Would you say that e-commerce is one of the main pillars

of your company, or is it just an additional  service?
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Rebecca Thompson: Our web site is just an additional

service to our business. People still love to visit an adult

store for the thrill and experience, and with Glamworld for

the personal advice available. 

Are the Irish willing to buy their erotic products on 

the  internet?

Keith Thompson: Irish people are always looking for deals

sales etc. People will of course search the  internet for

cheaper prices etc. 

You often hear that the

internet, with its bound-

less opportunities, is ta-

king away customers

from the brick and

mortar trade. Would

you say that this is true? 

Keith Thompson: The internet has taken some people

away from purchasing items in retails stores yes but in

every business. Some people just want cheaper prices.

There is more to offer online for some people at the touch

of a button, but you still can’t beat the excitement and

fun of entering an adult store.

In many European countries, erotic online shops are

struggling to survive in the shadow of all-powerful Amazon.

Is the situation in Ireland similar?

Rebecca Thompson: A lot of online shops are  struggling

with competition yes with the likes of  Amazon. We

 sometimes even get customers say to us they saw a

 certain product on Amazon for much  cheaper.
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We find that we get a lot of  repeat

business from customers and

 recommendations based on the  advice

 given by staff.” Rebecca Thompson 

................................ 

“

Glamworld is divided into sections:

Anal, Vibrators, Strap-On Area, Fetish Wear, Men's Wear, DVD Room, Lingerie Area





An expert opinion on the biggest trend in the erotic industry

Let's go back in history a bit: When did the terms

sexual health and sexual wellness first surface, and

what was the context?  

Nina Helms: I am sure it goes back further than this,

but an exciting example of sexual health awareness

was during World War l when there was a high

 incidence of syphilis in American Soldiers. The US

 government engaged what is now the American

 Sexual Health Association (ASHA) to create an

 education campaign to keep our soldiers in good

fighting order. 

Is there a clear, scientific definition of Sexual Health?

Nina Helms: The World Health Organization defines

Sexual Health as: 'Sexual health is a state of physical,

emotional, mental and social well-being in relation
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There i s  a  lo t  o f  ta lk  about  sexual  heal th

and sexual  wel lness  –  a l so  and especia l ly

in  the e ro t ic  market .  In  o rder  to  p rov ide

some background and con tex t  fo r  these

two te rms and to  def ine what  exact ly  they

encompass ,  EAN tu rned to  N ina Helms,  the

head of  SHE (Sex  and Heal th  Enthus ias t s )

and DevineToys.  The US Amer ican has been

an advocate and a suppor ter  o f  sexual  he-

a l th  and sexual  wel lness  fo r  many years ,

and in  our  in ter v iew,  she generous ly  shares

her  ex tens ive knowledge of  th i s  top ic .

to sexuality; it is not merely the absence of disease,

dysfunction or infirmity. Sexual health requires a

 positive and respectful approach to sexuality and

 sexual relationships, as well as the possibility of having

pleasurable and safe sexual experiences, free of

 coercion, discrimination and violence. For sexual

 health to be attained and maintained, the sexual

rights of all persons must be respected, protected

and fulfilled.'

Does sexual health also have a political dimension?  

Nina Helms: We manage to politicise everything in

the USA. It is government that decides the allocation

(or not) of funds for sex education and school boards

that decide on the curriculum. Government often

funds awareness campaigns as well as STI research.

.................

The mind is, after all, the

largest sex organ of the body.” 

................................ “

exclusive
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“Sexual health is so much
broader than simply orgasm.” 
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Women’s health and wellness is

one of the pillars of Planned

 Parenthood, which receives

 government funding. There is also

much political debate over who

can and cannot have marital

 status. Politics plays a positive 

and frustratingly negative role 

in our  sexual health and wellness

life style. 

How many consumers indulge in

sexual health and sexual wellness

today? How widespread are these

trends?   

Nina Helms: Well, condom use is

higher than ever with college

 students in America, yet STI

 transmission is at an all-time

high among the baby

 boomer and senior commu-

nity. The spread of AIDS is

steady, not rising, but HPV is

up. Our industry has been on

a positive trajectory for the

past decade, so certain

 awareness is stronger. Another

indicator of it being more

 widespread is mainstream consu-

mer brands like Trojan and Durex

have moved into “our” space

 offering lube and vibes.  

Who does sexual health and

 sexual wellness appeal to?   

Nina Helms: I would hope

everyone! 

Aren't these terms also used as

mere marketing shells a lot? 

Nina Helms: Perhaps, in some

 cases, but if we can raise

 awareness, acceptance and get

the population more comfortable

with talking about and practising

sexual health, progress is being

made.  Education, learning and

being proactive of holistic sexual

health is a great thing no matter

the impetus.

Throughout the past years, the

wellness trend has gained lots of

momentum in society, occasio-

nally sprouting rather peculiar fruit.

Is sexual wellness maybe just a

symptom of this larger trend? 

Nina Helms: Yes, overall wellness -

heart health, diet, exercise and

mental health are in our

 consciousness, whether or not

being practised. With the phrase

Intimate Fitness™ I am encoura-

ging proactive superior intimate

self-care and physical mainten-

ance and disease prevention

blended with sexual health

 education. Western society’s

 delving more deeply into the

 importance of sexual health is furt-

her peeling back the overall health

onion. This trend is also having a

positive overdue focus on female

sexual dysfunction.  

Sexual health and sexual well-

ness are undoubtedly the

 dominant trends in the market for

erotic  products today. Did the

 erotic  industry simply jump on the

 bandwagon, or did modern,

 appealing, non-explicit erotic

 products open up new horizons as

far as the sexual side of health and

wellness are concerned? 

Nina Helms: The adult novelty

market has definitely played a role

in bringing the physical and

 relationship elements of sexual

 health awareness to the forefront.

The improvements in design,

 purpose, quality and technology

over the past decade, along with

pop culture popularizing them, has

strongly influenced where we are

today. Erotic products can

 improve relationships, bring or-

gasm where there was none, and

improve the quality of sex, raising

the bar for sexual health and

happiness. Big pharma’s ad-

vertising and normalizing of

erectile dysfunction has

 removed it’s “shame factor”.

And let’s give credit to breast,

colon and prostate cancer

awareness campaigns as

greatly contributing to preven-

tion, awareness and acceptance

of sexual health and wellness. 

Today, almost every time a new

product hits the erotic market,

terms like sexual health and/or

 sexual wellness are used to

 advertise it. Granted, the intention

of these products is to provide

 sexual experiences – like with most

erotic products -, but is that

enough to warrant these titles? 

Nina Helms: Agreed that there is

an overuse of sexual health in

 describing adult novelty products

and some categories definitely fit

the bill more than others. For

example kegel exercise toys, sex

N I N A  H E L M S

.................

If a product helps improve

 relationships, boosts libido,

opens the sexual mind, and brings

safe pleasure then it is a sexual

health and wellness product.”

................................ 

“



lube and dilators certainly warrant the sexual health

label. Toys like Hot Octopuss that can be used by

people with spinal cord injury or missing a limb, or

sexual “how to” videos are an excellent use of the

 sexual health designation. Ultimately it is the 

consumer who decides which vibe or dildo they

 consider  sexually healthy, as

we know there is

huge range of

quality on the

market. We

consider our

D e v i n e To y s

collection of

locking ca-

ses as sexual

 h e a l t h y ,
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and our SHE  Intimate Fitness™ skin care system was

 designed specifically to improve sexual health.

Should sexual health and sexual wellness be

 considered as something more holistic, something

that also has to do with physical activity, diet, etc.? 

Is it wrong to reduce these terms to having 

great  orgasms?

Nina Helms: As you can see from the WHO’s 

definition above, sexual health is so much 

broader than simply orgasm. I would say orgasm is

a small fraction of  sexual health, just as

 orgasm is not the only  pleasurable 

part of sex.  

The erotic market has

 benefited greatly

from sexual he-

alth and sexual

wellness. These

trends also ne -

cessitate a certain

knowledge and under-

standing. Are there sources

where the trade members 

can get  information about this

 topic – literature, websites, internet

 forums, etc.?

Nina Helms: Absolutely, a great resource

with tons of links can be found at www.re-

productivefacts.org, .www.ASHASexual-

Health.org is a wealth of information

and check out www.cdc.gov-

/std/stats/sti- estimates-fact-sheet-feb-

2013.pdf. Read books by Dr. Lauren

Streicher MD or Dr. Dorree Lynn.  
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Ultimately it is the  consumer

who decides which vibe or dildo

they consider  sexually  healthy, as we

know there is huge range of quality

on the market.” 

................................ 

“





When consumers have questions,  wishes, and needs,

retailers are usually the first to hear about it. How can

the trade members benefit from sexual health 

and sexual wellness? How can they educate 

the  consumers?

Nina Helms: There are a number of

US companies like Good Vibes, the

Pleasure Chest and Babeland who

are educators, both online and within

their brick and mortar stores.  They

employ educators, give  seminars and

train their sales  associates to consult

with consumers on their needs in

 order to make good product

 recommendations. Strong knowledge

of all aspects of sexual health and wellness and what

it means will serve the trade well if they intend to

 “leverage” sexual  health in selling. Mind-set, religion,

culture, dysfunction, age, illness, abuse, relationships

etc. are all wrapped up in sexual health. I talk to

 buyers and sales associates regarding what consu-

mers are demanding, as they are on the front lines. I

also consult with Ob-Gyns, Urologists,  pharmacists and

sex educators/counsellors when we are developing

product. Lelo smartly works with  physicians as well.  

How do your two companies represent sexual health

and sexual wellness? 

Nina Helms: The DevineToys collection provides

clean, safe and sexy places for people to secure the

investments they make in their sex lives. Our storage

also sets the stage for a romantic encounter and

 encourages play, experimentation and exploration

of self and relationships. Our newly re-branded 

SHE Intimate Fitness™ skin care system provides 

toy cleaning, which is important for avoiding 

infections with sex toy use, and skin care that is pH

correct for genitals and offers skin protection,

 rejuvenation and support. 

Are there dos and don'ts when it comes to educating

consumers about the positive effects of sexual health? 

Nina Helms: Perhaps most important is to honour

where a customer is coming from when making

 product recommendations or espousing sexual
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 health. People know when they are being genuinely

served to find the best solution for their sexual health

and pleasure, or when they are being pushed

 products using the sexual health platform.    

And here's the crucial

 question now: Which sexual

health and sexual wellness

products are the best in

your opinion? Which requi-

rements do such products

have to meet?  

Nina Helms: If a product

helps improve relationships,

boosts  libido, opens the se-

xual mind, and brings safe pleasure then it is a sexual

health and  wellness product. If it helps  prevent STIs or

improves dysfunction, it is also a sexual  health

 product. Quality also stands out for me as critical ele-

ment to sexual health products.  A poor quality vibe

reeking of petro chemicals and leaching phthalates

claiming sexual health benefits would not fit my

 definition, however my  opinion of the best is purely

subjective and of no consequence; consumers vote

on this with their wallets.  

Should we get away from the notion that only

 vibrators and the like add to the consumer's sexual

well-being. Shouldn't things such as lubricants also

be actively included in that category?

Nina Helms: A resounding ABSOLUTELY! Lubrication is

critical to many women avoiding pain during

 intercourse, it makes anal sex more safe and

 pleasurable and it also encourages better condom

use.  Kegel exercisers, prostate massagers and toy

cleaners like our AfterGlow are sexual health products.

Dilators help women with vaginsimus. Massage oil

can be a sexual health product as it encourages

couples to erotically touch, improving intimacy. As

above, how to videos or anything that aids people

who are physically limited to experience mind, body

or soul pleasure sensation qualifies. Erotica can even

be a sexual health aid if it can help open the mind

and teach. The mind is, after all, the largest sex organ

of the body.  
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The adult novelty market

has definitely played a

role in bringing the physical

and relationship elements of

 sexual health awareness to 

the forefront.” 

................................ 
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You recently joined the Pipe-

dream team as Digital Mar-

keting Director. What led you

to the decision to join them?

Brian Sofer: Pipedream is

the #1 manufacturer and

that’s where I’ve always

wanted to be, it’s a very

humbling and rewarding op-

portunity. For years I’ve wat-

ched Orlandino and the Dream

Team lead the industry in pretty

much every category – not just in terms

of product, but in terms of unwavering support

for their customers, retailers, and staff. Once these guys

believe in something or someone,

they always commit the resour-

ces to get behind it.

 Pipedream has consistently

demonstrated exceptio-

nal creativity in every-

thing they do with an un-

derstanding of the

industry better than

anyone I’ve come across.

Unique high-quality pro-

ducts, great price points, end-

less innovation, and outstanding
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From the company website to social media: Digital  market ing is  one of the most impor tant

elements when i t  comes to presenting your products.  Ear l ier this year,  a new face took

over the reigns of Pipedream's digital  market ing depar tment when Br ian Sofer joined the

Cali fornia-based producer. EAN inter viewed Br ian and asked him about his dut ies and the

trends that have the greatest impact on his work at the moment.

customer service leads to success

– Pipedream’s results prove it

every day.

You have been working in

this field for quite some time.

Can you tell us bit about

your career so far?

Brian Sofer: I started at Eldo-

rado Trading Company in 2010

and was given the opportunity to

join the marketing team after six

months of learning about all the products

in their warehouse’s receiving department. My

responsibilities were quite varied and included imple-

menting media strategy and developing brand aware-

ness – always with the objective of increasing sales. I

also served as a primary facilitator for all strategic part-

nerships, focusing on business development and buil-

ding worthwhile relationships both externally with

 manufacturers and internally across the organization.

If you would have to pick out one aspect of digital

marketing and name it to be the most important,

which one would it be and why?

Brian Sofer: It’s all about how to increase Pipedream’s

sales and best serve the customer – NOT about dazz-

ling folks with functionalities they don’t need and won’t

exclusive
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is completely 

Brian Sofer is the new Digital Marketing Director at Pipedream

Brian Sofer, Digital Marketing

Director of Pipedream
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use. At the end of the day, if you’re

not properly using the tools in your

digital arsenal to drive sales and

increase profits – you’re doing it

wrong. Things change quickly 

so tech can get costly if you wind

up chasing your tail to bring a 

new program to market or launch

something that won’t fulfil 

sales  objectives.

With the year 2015 still being

 relatively young, where do you see

the current trends for digital

 marketing for this year?

Brian Sofer: Social media is still an

extremely attractive and cost ef-

fective way to reach existing cus-

tomers and bring in new ones – if

you’ve got a robust and well-plan-

ned strategy, of course. I think

we’re going to see much more

 integration of traditional media

with public relations via main

stream web outlets and social me-

dia to directly engage both B2B

and B2C customers.

You have been working in different

industries before. Is the erotic trade

different from other industries?

Brian Sofer: Yes and no. I see simi-

larities in the music business in terms

of the creativity, tolerance, open-

mindedness, and personalities.

There are also striking parallels to

the action or “extreme” sports in-

dustry. Both are small, tight-knight

industries that brush up against en-

tertainment, they face(d) the same

challenges in vying for mainstream

acceptance and respect as formi-

dable, profitable industries, and

have been designated by society

as sort of “counter-culture.” But let’s

be clear, the pleasure products in-

dustry is completely one–of-a-kind

and that’s part of why I love it.

B R I A N  S O F E R

products industry
one–of-a-kind.“
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I think we’re going

to see much more in-

tegration of traditional

media with public rela-

tions via mainstream web

outlets and social media

to directly engage both

B2B and B2C customers.“

................................ 
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In how many countries is Pulse available at 

the  moment?

Adam Lewis: In terms of countries where there is a

 local presence selling PULSE, I would say around 30

countries so far. We are still expanding our network

and have  recently entered South Africa, the Baltic

States and  Japan, which is very exciting. There is still

some way to go until we have achieved complete

global coverage.

What were the greatest challenges you faced 

when establishing a broad distribution network for 

your  product?

Adam Lewis: As a young, emerging brand the most

important and challenging thing for us was to find  

like-minded distribution partners who we could trust

and who we believed would nurture the brand. Doing

 business for us has always been about finding a win-

win scenario and working with people where there is

mutual respect and support. Unfortunately not all the

partners we considered shared this philosophy. This is

becoming ever more challenging as the brand grows
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In  October  2013,  EAN f i r s t  b rought  news of  the B r i t i sh  brand Hot  Octopuss  and the i r

 unmistakeable product, PULSE. PULSE turned into a t rue top-sel ler,  i t  changed the way we

look at toys for men, and i t  is  sold – and sel l ing wel l  -  in more than 30 countr ies today. We

spoke with Adam Lewis about the success of PULSE and the company's two new models,

PULSE I I  SOLO and PULSE I I  DUO.

and we move into regions further afield. Obviously

there can be other issues as we enter new territories

– the language barrier for example. But nothing is

more important than being on the same page in

terms of how one  approaches business. 

Pulse is definitely a success. But has it also helped

change the way people look at sex toys for men?

Adam Lewis: Changing perceptions takes time;

 however I do believe that PULSE has started to have

an impact on people’s views towards male sex toys.

The willingness of the mainstream press to write about

our company and product is a testament to this. I

think that this view is also further supported by the

number of  woman we have found buying PULSE for

their partners. I would say around 35-40% of all of our

customers are female. If the industry continues to

 innovate around male toys and continues to develop

well thought out, design led products aimed at male

customers, then it is only a matter of time until male

toys are viewed as just as socially acceptable as

those for woman.

PULSE II SOLO and Pulse II DUO take the stage

exclusive
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In your opinion, what are the

 reasons for Pulse's great success?

Adam Lewis: Without doubt the

 biggest factor for the success of

PULSE has been down to how well

the product actually works. As many

people have pointed out, we make

pretty bold claims about PULSE,

 however following more than a year

of feedback and reviews, it seems

clear that both customers and

 reviews alike take the view that PULSE

really does deliver on what it

 promises. Another big factor to

 PULSE’s success has been the

 willingness of the mainstream press

to cover the product. Unless a

 manufacturer is able to

inform consumers that

a product exists,

then it is going to

be difficult to sell

to anyone who

isn’t actively

 looking. Main-

stream media

interest has

been down to a few factors. Firstly,

the look of PULSE combined with its

“gadgety” nature has certainly

 increased its appeal. Secondly,

PULSE has a great heritage and story

in the sense that the technology has

been around for 10 years were it

has been used to help men with

 spinal cord injuries to have children

and thirdly, that PULSE has had such

a positive impact on the lives of

people suffering from erectile

 dysfunction and mobility issues. All

these factors have offered the press

an interesting angle to write about

the product.

What are the big trends that

 dominate the sex toy market at 

the moment?

Adam Lewis: There have been a

few trends that I have noticed

 coming through of late. One trend

is the increase in products that

 manufacturers are offering that

have a “remote” element to them

such as remote controls, the use of

apps or the internet as a means of

controlling their devices. Another

trend is the increasing emergence

of small start-up manufacturers

 entering the market who have spent

many years developing and

 perfecting a single product. Also,

there seems a trend towards

 manufacturers attempting to

 position their products as couple’s

toys. Whether many these products

can truly be considered as couples

toys I believe is debatable. Oh yes

and let’s not forget the 50 shades

effect and the increased interest in

all things bondage.

Will app controls, etc. replace

things such as design and functio-

nality as the major selling point?

Adam Lewis: Manufacturers are

 always looking for something new

and different to offer their customers

.................

I do believe that

PULSE has started 

to have an impact on

people’s views towards 

male sex toys.” 

................................ 

“

success of PULSE 
 actually works.” Jules and Adam – the masterminds

of the brand Hot Octopuss 

The PULSE II DUO has a soft vibrating underside which

the woman can independently control via remote

A D A M  L E W I S



in order to differentiate themselves and their products

from those of the competition. I don’t believe that these

modern technologies will replace design and functio-

nality, however it simply offers manufacturer’s another

way of differentiation. That said I still believe that the sin-

gle biggest selling point for a product is not style, functio-

nality or a toy’s remote capability but simply its effecti-

veness. Although customers might be drawn in by these

other features in the short-term, the factor that will lead

to long-term continued sales growth is in my mind down

to the effectiveness of a toy.  

Now, you are bringing us the PULSE II SOLO and Pulse II

DUO, the new versions of your successful product. How

is it different from the original?

Adam Lewis: When PULSE 1 was introduced to the

 market it was positioned predominantly as a

 revolutionary male solo toy. In addition however the

toy’s vibrating underside meant that it could also be

used by couples for completely hands free foreplay.

Whilst the male solo functionality was met with rave

 reviews, for a number of reasons user opinions were a

little more mixed when it came to using PULSE 1 as a
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couple’s toy. What we have done with the

PULSE II series is split this functionality. The

PULSE II SOLO is an improved male

solo toy and the PULSE II DUO has

now been perfected as a couples

toy …hence the names SOLO and

DUO. The difference to the original

PULSE is that the new toys are both fully

waterproof and offer 6 pre-set vibration

modes with variable frequency. In addition,

the PULSE II DUO has a soft silicone underside for better

female comfort and incorporates a second vibration

motor which the woman can now adjust completely

independently via a remote control.

What can you tell us about the concept behind the

packaging for the new PULSE II series?

Adam Lewis: We wanted to create packaging that

would really stand out in stores. With this in mind, we

wanted to move away from the dark box of the original

PULSE 1 and instead use Gold and Silver which would

have a much better presence in stores. The Silver and

Gold packaging also ties into the product’s point of

sale where everything for the PULSE II DUO is depicted

in Gold and everything for the PULSE II SOLO in Silver. 

Sceptics might argue that a new, optimised version of

an existing product is not very original. What do you say

to these critics?

Adam Lewis: I would argue that the PULSE II DUO

is much more than just an optimised version of

the original. In fact it is the first sex toy ever to

 incorporate two separate, independently-

 controlled motors that aim to simultaneously satisfy

the different stimulatory needs of both male and female

partners. It took us 4 ½ years to create PULSE and

 another year to perfect it! We have some very exciting
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As a young, emerging brand the most

important and challenging thing for

us was to find like-minded distribution

partners who we could trust and who we

believed would nurture the brand.”

................................ 
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More than anything, PULSE II DUO is a product

for couples that can be used in many different ways

Be it PULSE DUO or PULSE SOLO (picture), both products

are based on the patented PulsePlate technology





“original” products in the pipeline. However, what our

sceptics must realise is that these are not your 

average toys and take years to develop and

 manufacture. Watch this space – we promise that you

won’t be  disappointed.

Pulse II DUO is advertised as a couples product. What

exactly makes the latest version of Pulse a perfect toy

for couples?

Adam Lewis: Working closely with our customers it

 became apparent that there were three factors about

PULSE 1 that meant it wasn’t optimal for couples play.

Firstly, we were told that the hard ABS shell was a little

uncomfortable for some female users, secondly some

female users commented that the vibrations omitted

from the bottom of the toy were too weak for those

users who liked a little more power and thirdly, some

 female users expressed their frustration that their power

level was dictated by their male partner. So our objective

with the PULSE II DUO was to address these issues in the
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following way. The hard ABS shell has been replaced

with a soft silicone over-mould for better female comfort.

In addition, we have incorporated a second vibration

motor into the toy which the woman is now able to

 adjust completely independently. The response from

our test groups have been absolutely fantastic and we

are confident that PULSE II DUO will really distinguish itself

as a fantastic couple’s toy as well as a revolutionary

male solo toy for which our customers already know

and love PULSE. 

Currently, every other product that hits the market is

praised as a product for couples by the producer. What

does a product have to offer to rightfully bear that title?

Adam Lewis: Although people’s opinions might differ

here, in my mind in order for a product to truly be

 considered a “couple’s toy” it needs to be capable of

delivering physical stimulation to both partners. So for

example, a woman wearing a vibrating egg and the

man being able to control it via remote control, does

not make it a couple’s toy in my mind. But

as I said, this is merely my opinion.

How much will the PULSE II SOLO & PULSE II

DUO cost?

Adam Lewis: The PULSE II SOLO costs $99,

£69 and €89 and the PULSE II DUO costs

$139, £89 and €119.

Will the marketing and distribution strategy

for Pulse Duo II be similar to the original

Pulse, or will you take a different course

with this product?

Adam Lewis: In principal our marketing

strategy will remain the same. We will

 continue to focus on direct to consumer

marketing and as the year progresses we

will look at adding additional channels to

achieve this. We also aim to focus more

of our consumer marketing efforts into the

therapeutic space i.e. raising the

 awareness of PULSE with those people

who suffer from

either erectile

dysfunction or
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Sales support: the PULSE Display Kit 

.................

The PULSE II

SOLO is an

improved male solo

toy and the PULSE

II DUO has now

been  perfected as

a couples toy …

hence the names

SOLO and DUO.” 

.......................... 

“





mobility issues. Year two will also see us take our first

steps into industry marketing in order to raise the profile

of Hot Octopuss and PULSE amongst retailers around

the world. In terms of distribution, our strategy will be to

continue to find a single leading (like mined if possible)

distributer within regions we have not entered yet. These

might include India and S. Kore for example. 

Will there be Pulse II DUO marketing and advertisement

materials for the retail trade?

Adam Lewis: Yes, we have a drop-box folder we can

send to retailers with all of these goodies in it. This folder

is also available from our distributors however customers

can also come directly to us for it. All the need to do is

email us at enquiries@hotoctopuss.com.

Are there plans for special campaigns to create awa-

reness for your product among the consumers?

Adam Lewis: Absolutely, we’ve got lots of fun stuff planned.

As of now we have just launched the #SexNotStigma

campaign. Here we are challenging people who are

 unsatisfied with their sex lives to rise up and speak about

their feelings and needs with their partners. Research we

recently conducted revealed that three out of four people
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(78%) feel uncomfortable talking to their partners about

what they want in the bedroom. Sixty-nine per cent of

people feel underwhelmed by, unhappy with, or simply

bored of their current sex lives and a mere third of people

(31%) claim to be satisfied in the sack. To support this

campaign we have released a really cool video which

shows ordinary couples talking about their sex lives and

how discussing their issues and brining sex toys into their

bedroom has had a positive effect on their relationships.

Check it out www.youtube.-com/watch?v=7JVyXn30kWA

What are your goals for 2015 and beyond?

Adam Lewis: Where to begin? Okay, to keep things brief I

would say to continue to raise awareness of Hot Octopuss

and PULSE with both the consumer and with retailers. To

further expand our global coverage by entering new terri-

tories as well as to continue to work on our product pipeline

with aim of bringing out our next “original” product by the

end of the year or early next year. 

If a product is as successful as Pulse, isn't that a curse as

well as a blessing? I mean, won't it be terribly difficult to

meet everybody's expectations and achieve a similar

success with the follow-up product?

Adam Lewis: Lol…not at all. We see ourselves as being

lucky in the sense that we haven’t just invented a new toy

(PULSE) but instead an entirely new technology for

 delivering stimulation. Now that after five years we have

perfected PulsePlate technology, we can incorporate this

into many different toys of all shapes and sizes- each

one better than the one before we hope. If you like PULSE

you are going to love the Queen Bee…oops perhaps I

have said too much.
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There seems a trend towards

 manufacturers attempting to

 position their products as couple’s 

toys. Whether many these products 

can truly be considered as couples 

toys I believe is debatable.”

................................ 

“

The new packaging design creates greater presence in the retail stores
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“There is hardly 
anything we can't do.“

Handmade dildos from Dresden

Anja Koschemann presents

several of her Garden Eden products 
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I f  you order a di ldo f rom Anja Koschemann, you can be sure to get a unique product. 

Al l  the toys her company SelfDelve create, are designed, moulded, and painted by hand.

The “Garden Eden“ collection has become something of a trademark of the Dresden-based

company: di ldos shaped af ter f rui t  and vegetables. But there are lots of other ar t ful ly sha-

ped products in the SelfDelve range, and the team also creates toys to customer specif i -

cations. In our EAN inter view, Anja Koschemann tel ls  us why she couldn't  image having any

other job, and why her customers set such great store by product qual i ty.
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You own a dildo manufacture in

Dresden. When did you start

 SelfDelve, and how did you get the

idea to create dildos by hand?

Anja Koschemann: This project has

developed slowly, over the course of

time. At the beginning, I just wanted

to realise my personal wish for

 perfectly safe products. Several

months after I had moulded the first

dildos, I started thinking about 

going into  business for myself. And

then, one day, all the preparations

had been made, all the requirements

were met, and I jumped in at the

deep end in 2006. Turns out it worked

– until today, I have the greatest job

anyone could imagine!

Please tell us more about your work

routine. How is your type of

 production different from the 

mass production?

Anja Koschemann: The individual

steps are probably rather similar. You

get moulds and fill them with viscous,

coloured silicone so it cools into a

more or less solid base body. After

de-moulding and de-burring the toy,

it is subjected to several refining

 processes, and once it's finished, you

package and ship it. However, in the

case of SelfDelve, all of that takes

place on a much smaller, personal

scale. Also, things take more 

time  because I don't speed up 

the  procedure with extremely high

 temperatures, giant filling units,

 hundreds of moulds, and automated

 sequences.

Since you are producing your toys by

hand, does that mean that each

item is unique?

Anja Koschemann: Yes! Each

 individual dildo is painted a little

 differently, and there are also a few

unique optical effects in each one of

them. The base body and the

 adornments contain pigments that

change in colour once the product

has warmed up to body temperature.

That is also the reason why I decided

to have a little chameleon as the

company logo.

Apart from the design, do your

 products also differ from factory-

made dildos in other ways?

Anja Koschemann: If you look at

 industrial production, people don't

take as much time as we do to add

little details such as adornments

made of silicone of a different colour,

or adding another layer of  

see-through silicone to give the toy a

smooth, extra-shiny look. What's more,

I also offer many toys in two different

levels of hardness. Finally, each one

of my little pieces of art is placed in a

tinplate box and wrapped in black

silk paper or put in a pretty silk pouch.

I enjoy that aspect of my work a lot,

and it is very important to me that

dedication and passion shine through

in every step of production.

„Each individual dildo is painted

a little differently.“

A N J A  K O S C H E M A N N

.................

I take the best nature

has to offer and

 combine it with the best

materials I can offer. 

And there you go.“

................................ 

“

exclusive



One of your most popular collections is the Garden Eden

line, consisting of fruit- and vegetable-shaped dildos.

Where did the idea for that come from?

Anja Koschemann: Nature offers various shapes that would

make a perfect dildo. Alas, the hard ends of a banana

are too scratchy, maize is too rigid, and cucumber peel is

full of pesticides. So you can't simply put these stimulating

shapes to use in the bedroom – and if you did, it wouldn't

be as pleasurable as you had hoped. Therefore, I take

the best nature has to offer and combine it with the best

materials I can offer. And there you go.

Can you also cater to specific customer wishes?

Anja Koschemann: For one, we can mould the base

body of the toy in the customer's favourite colour. Also, I

can paint names, initials, symbols, animals, etc. on the

toy. There is hardly anything we can't do as far as that is

concerned. Depending on how much additional work

these embellishments necessitate, this may drive up the

price a little, and of course, it will take a few days longer –

but then you get the product you wanted, a unique toy to
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use yourself or present to your lover. Personally, I think these

adorned products make for wonderful gifts.

Can you also create completely new toys with unique

shapes, based on customer wishes? If so, could you give

us an example of such one-of-a-kind toys?

Anja Koschemann: We can definitely do that. Now and

then, I even get templates a customer has modelled  

him- or herself, so I make a mould of those and create an

individual silicone copy. And of course, the customers can

choose from a great range of options. Before production

begins, it's usually a back and forth of e-mails to make

sure everything is exactly the way the customer wants it to

be. Once everything is agreed on, we set to work. We

have already worked on turned dildos, an egg-in-an-

eggcup design, or a collection of YONI models for

 someone who offers sensual body massage courses.

These models were designed to match the anatomical

characteristics, but certain elements were emphasised so

the course participants could clearly see and feel them

when practising genital massages. This way, they could

learn new, more pleasurable ways to caress the yoni of

the beloved.

Do you also offer vibrators or the option to add vibration

to your toys?

Anja Koschemann: My own collections never contain

motors. However, the shapes of the toys allow for the

 insertion of a placeholder during the moulding procedure,

so a vibration unit could be added later on. I have already

done that a few times, and it works perfectly. The customers

only need to buy a vibration unit, and once they have

placed it in the prefabricated recess, they can use the

toy as a dildo and as a vibrator.
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As for the Garden Eden collection,

the undisputed top-seller is the

corncob. The knobby surface makes for

never-before-felt sensations. Most toys

have a smooth surface, which makes the

corncob very special. It is definitely

one of our customers' favourites.“

................................ 

“

The first step to a new toy

is moulding and casting





Looking at your product range, do you have any fa-

vourites, or are there products that are particularly po-

pular among the customers?

Anja Koschemann: As for the Garden Eden collection,

the undisputed top-seller is the corncob. The knobby

 surface creates never-before-felt sensations. Most toys

have a smooth surface, which makes the corncob very

special. It is definitely one of our customers' favourites.

We also have a Sculptures collection, and here, “The

Lovers“ are particularly popular. In combination with the

neat black/white design, the

size, the varied surface

 irregularities, and the soft ed-

ges, this is a truly aesthetic and

exciting sex toy.

You are offering your products

on your own website. But can

the consumers also buy them

in retail stores? Where should trade members turn to if

they want to sell your dildos?

Anja Koschemann: From the very beginning, my toys

have also been available at upscale online shops and

in erotic boutiques in many German cities where quality

 materials and craftsmanship are appreciated and where

consumers get all the advice and information they need.

This network of shops and boutiques continues to grow

every month.

Trade members can register as resellers on my home-

page or simply write an e-mail. I will get back to them as

soon as possible to clarify the details and answer any

questions that may arise before we start our collaboration. 
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German hand-made sex toys ... that is pretty much

the polar opposite of a low-price mass-produced

Chinese toy. Do you think that there is a shift towards

high-quality - and thus also more expensive  - toys in

the erotic industry?

Anja Koschemann: Sex toys are part of our lifestyle

today, and you will find them in most households in

the Western hemisphere. Once you have used them

and have grown to like them, you will naturally want a

top-quality product that will give you pleasure for a

long time,  without any  negative

side effects. What's more, many

people are tired of soulless,  

mass-produced products and pay

more attention to  individualism,

 diversity, style, and not least of all

 ecological aspects.

Everybody knows that you can't

have everything for 0.99EUR – and

people are willing and ready to pay a fair price and

foster this development.

Apart from the design, safety is also a big criterion for

sex toys. Do you believe this factor could convince

many  first-time toy buyers to pick your products, in

spite of the price tag?

Anja Koschemann: Like other responsible-minded

 producers, I set great store by top-quality materials; I

only use perfectly safe silicone and non-toxic colours.

People see that, and they appreciate it. 

Another important criterion for many customers are

the shapes of the products themselves. Most of the
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Everybody knows that you

can't have everything for

0.99EUR – and people are willing

and ready to pay a fair price

and foster this development.“

.............................................. 

“

Inspired by mother nature:

the Garden Eden Collection 
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Most of the buyers really like 

the relaxed design choices because

the dildos are not so in-your-face or

explicit that you could tell their

 purpose at first glance. They

 appreciate my playful approach and 

the  unambiguously-ambiguous,

 colourful look and feel.“

................................ 

“

 require various  techniques, and sometimes, it doesn't

work out. But once there is a perfect mould, I can

start making the first proto castings. Now, I need to

find out if the shape truly has erotic potential, and so

I let people test it. Only if enough testers are taken

with the toy do I move on to the next step. This is the

step where I have to decide which type of silicone

would be best for this product, what I should do in

terms of colours,  adornments, etc. Once that is done,

the prototype can be followed up with a low-volume

 production run. If  everything works out the way I want

it to, we start doing the maths and taking pictures –

and a new toy is added to the product range.

With other products, I take a different approach and

start by making sketches. Usually, I do that for

 geometrical  dildos that are heavy on shape. Many

discussions later, we start modelling, changing, smoot-

hing, changing some more, starting again from

scratch, and improving until I see something that

holds the potential of being a  seductive dildo. The

next steps are the same with every toy I make: making

a mould, casting, testing, analysing, optimising 

until we finally arrive at the finished product. And 

then all that's left for me to do is hope that 

the  customers like it.

Usually, I am always working on at least two potential

new products. As a result, there are times when I focus

more on a certain project, and there are phases

when it's on the back burner. I wish I had more time

for  playing around with ideas and experimenting.

Don't get me wrong, I am very happy that the routine

 production is keeping me so busy, but I feel that I am

neglecting that process a little bit right now.

 Fortunately, I am going to add more people to my

team shortly, so that's  about to change. I am

 definitely looking forward to a colourful, exciting future

with  SelfDelve!

buyers  really like the relaxed design choices because

the dildos are not so in-your-face or explicit that you

could tell their purpose at first glance. They appreciate

my playful  approach and the unambiguously-ambi-

guous,  colourful look and feel.

Whenever people ask me to, I help them find the

 product that is right for them. Some of them are

 private buyers,  other are retailers looking for a neat

new product. I love talking to them, and I think that

communication is very important. That's also why I in-

vest a lot of time in e-mails, Facebook, Xing, and my

blog, talking about my work on all of these channels.

Do you want to add new products to your collection

in the near future? How do you go about designing a 

new toy?

Anja Koschemann: With the Garden Eden toys, the

first step is always looking for the right shape in

 gardens, at markets, and in the vegetable section of

the local  supermarket. Usually, I already have a certain

size and surface character in mind when I start

 searching for a template, but finding it can take

months.  But sometimes, the perfect fruit or vegetable

falls into my lap by mere chance when I go shopping,

or when friends of mine find something they think I'd

like. Next, I need a perfect mould of the fruit.

 Depending on what you are working with, that can

Apart from fruit- and vegetable-inspired dildos, SelfDelve also offers lots of abstract shapes





You have developed an app that allows the user to

design their own dildo. How did you get the idea for

that project?

Henning Diesenberg: Several years ago, we pooled our

money to buy a 3D printer. We were just curious and

 interested in this technology, it was a bit like a hobby. A
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I f  you think you could design a di ldo yourself,  you can give

it  a t r y now, thanks to di ldo-generator.com, an app that

 al lows you to create vi r tual designs with just  a few mouse

cl icks. But that is  not al l .  I f  you own a 3D printer,  you can even

make that design a real i ty.  Of course, the technology is  st i l l  in

i ts  infancy, and with hour- long pr int ing t imes, mater ials that are not

exactly body safe, and restr ict ions in terms of s ize and shape, there are

st i l l  many problems that need solving. However,  the f i rs t  step is  made, and i t  is  only a

matter  o f  t ime before you can create the d i ldo of  your  dreams at  home.  Henning

 D iesenberg i s  one of  the masterminds  behind the d i ldo -generator.com pro ject ,  and 

he  talked to EAN about 3D-print ing sex toys and the future potential  of this technology.

“W hat we believe in is the 
success of personalised pleasure.“

few months later, we had become rather proficient in 3D

printing, and we knew the weak points and the tweaks. I

guess the fact that we learned the ropes so quickly was

due to Frank, the tinkerer in our team. We had also created

dozens of misprints which ended in our “box of

 disappointments“ - even today, that box is still standing in

Henning Diesenberg presents dildo-generator.com

exclusive
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Henning Diesenberg

and Jan Northoff
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the corner somewhere. But although

we had learned a lot, there was still

one question. We wanted to 

print something that was actually

 useful, that served a practical

 purpose,  without being overly

 complex, of course.

We are part of the YOUin3D.com

 makerspace, based right in the heart

of Berlin, and we meet every other

Wednesday for a 3D printing cracker

barrel. One Wednesday night – it was

already very late – we were still sitting

over our beers and Mate teas,

 listening to electronic music.

We had a lively discussion about the

limitations and possibilities of 3D

 printing, when suddenly, someone

said: “Well, you can always print

 phallic shapes. Why not print a dildo?“

The idea took root very quickly, and

there was a dark, unpleasant winter

knocking on the door, so what better

to do if you don't want to leave the

house? We sat down and started

 programming. That was in August of

2013. Several months later, we had

created the first usable version. But

getting from there to a fully functional

3D app was still a lot of work, and we

could not have pulled it off without

the new HTML5 browser features and

the programming skills of Ika.

Is dildo-generator.com a com -

mercial project? What are your goals

with this app?

Henning Diesenberg: Yes, so-

mewhere along the line, the dildo

 generator has become a com -

mercial project. In the beginning, it

was just something we did for fun. We

are all disciples of the do-it-yourself

philosophy, and naturally, we wanted

to present a little tool so people could

also make sex toys themselves. The

project took up more and more of

our time because we wanted to

 improve the functionality and

 optimise the dildo production

 process. At the moment, we still do a

lot of things by hand, buying materials

in small quantities and organising the

project on a voluntary basis. It is great

to see how people all over the world

are experimenting with the dildo

moulds and their 3D printers, and then

they provide us with feedback and

photos and videos, progress reports,

suggestions for improvements, etc.

Their wish list and our to-do list are both

very long. To implement all these

things and to further develop the dildo

generator, we are currently looking for

start-up funding. Apart from

 introducing more and better features,

we also have to do research to find

other suitable materials, and we hope

to develop new 3D printing

 techniques. To do that, we need

 money, and we are currently in the

process of putting together the

 perfect team.

Would you mind taking us through the

whole process, from the dildo in my

dreams to the dildo that I own?

Henning Diesenberg: We have

made the deliberate decision to keep

the design process very simple. Based

on just a handful of parameters, you

can determine the basic dildo shape,

and a few clicks later, when you have

the silhouette you want, the 3D

 preview and the calculation of the

 dimensions and volume launch

 automatically. As a user, you can then

download the files with the 3D

 models, and alternatively, you can

 order the desired dildo mould from

us. Because that's the thing: We don't

print the dildo itself, but a mould.

Many critics argue that the printing

material we have at our disposal

today is too porous, hard, and rough

for sex toys – and they are right.

H E N N I N G  D I E S E N B E R G
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Technology in this

area is developing in

giant strides, and

 products are out of date

before you know it.“

................................ 

“

The mould and the finished product



 Therefore, we use medical-grade silicone for the dildos

themselves. We offer various degrees of hardness and

 colours, after all, a dildo is not just supposed to feel great,

it also needs to look great.

Can you really create any shape you want? What are the

limitations of the 3D printing technology?

Henning Diesenberg: The media often make it sound like

3D printing on a non-industrial scale was the ultimate

 solution for creating all kinds of prototypes at home.

 However, the printers in the lower price segments are very

limited in what they can do. The procedure that is used is

called FDM, i.e. Fuse Deposition Modelling: What this me-

ans is that, basically, you have a small jet that splices layers

of heated plastic together. Reaching a high level of detail

is a lot of work, however, and free-floating or overhanging

elements are often impossible to create unless you use

support materials. Often, 3D models have to be tweaked

by hand or via software before you can actually print

them. That takes up lots of time and requires quite a bit of

experience. Sometimes, you have to cut the model into

various segments and them print them individually which

means you have to put them together later on. Of course,

there are other printing methods as well, but they are only

suitable for smaller items, not to mention that they are

much more expensive and come with their own plethora
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of disadvantages. And as if that weren't enough, the range

of suitable materials is very small, and using several different

materials in the creation of one product is extremely

 difficult. However, things are developing at breakneck

pace right now as people are experimenting and

 researching, working to improve the 3D printing process

themselves. We confined our first printer to the junk room

some time ago – not because it was broken, but because

the new printers achieve much, much better results.

 Technology in this area is developing in giant strides, and

products that have been top-of-the-line a few months

ago are out of date before you know it.

What about slots for vibration units? Can you insert such a

unit, and does it also work the way you'd wish?

Henning Diesenberg: We have been experimenting with

a variety of vibration units. You can either put them in inset

plastic shells – which we also produce with our printers – or

you can insert them right into the silicone. Our goal is to
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This development is moving along very

quickly. With every new generation,

the printers are becoming more precise,

and the early problems disappear.“

................................ 

“

Several hours are required for the printing process
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programme intuitive vibrator control-

lers and incorporate them in the

 dildos, and we have already made

a small, interactive prototype.

 Fortunately, there is more than

enough programmable hardware,

and we are well prepared. Our main

project has given birth to several  

sub-projects such as “open vibrator“

or radio controlled modules, and they

have already been presented at a

few hackathons.

There is so much potential in this area,

and that is also one of the reasons

why we are looking for venture capital:

We want to expand quickly and in 

all kinds of directions. There is 

definitely no dearth of ideas and

 application concepts.

When you take a closer look at 

the concept of 3D-printed sex toys,

one common problem seems to 

be that the materials you normally

use are not exactly suitable for use

on and in the body. What exactly is

the problem here?

Henning Diesenberg: Yes, the plastic

is a problem as we realised early on.

That's why we use silicone for our

 dildos, and fortunately, there is a wide

range of body-safe silicones that are

perfect for body contact. By the way,

the basic printing material PLA is

 actually harmless, and it is also used

for disposable cups, etc., but due to

the nature of the printing process, the

material is polluted with particles from

the air. Tom Nardone from the

 “Makerlove“ project has already

 lamented the porous structure of his

PLA toys back in 2011, so it's nothing

new. We feel, however, that we have

found a good solution to this problem,

and we have big plans, ranging from

subsequent silicon coating to printing

with several jets for more defined inner

and less defined outer structures.

What possibilities are there to

 circumvent this problem? Which

 option have you chosen, and why?

Henning Diesenberg: We are doing

a lot of research and experimenting

to find solutions to any problem, but

the way we see it there is only one

 solution to this particular problem at

the moment that is perfectly safe

and sensible: casting toys with sili-

cone that has been tested and cer-

tified and is optimised specifically

for use in the sex toy production. You

can't do any better than that as far

as the hygienic aspects, skin-friend-

liness, tear  resistance, and flexibility

are concerned.

Do you know how many dildo designs

have already been created with your

app? How many of them have made

the jump from virtual designs to

actual toys?

Henning Diesenberg: It is my

 personal pleasure to announce that

we have already had more than half

a million clicks on our website.

One of our latest features is the dildo

gallery where the visitors of our site

can present their own dildo designs:

www.dildo-generator.com/gallery/.

And of course, they can also share

these designs on social networks.

Just in time for the beginning of the

new year, the 5000th model was

uploaded, and we are getting closer

and closer to the 6000 mark.

 However, not all of these models are

intended to be real, functional

 vibrators. Many visitors just play around

with the controls and create crazy,

funny shapes. For instance, we have

 already seen dozens of wine glasses,

umbrellas, sabres, Christmas trees,

and pieces of abstract art. Well,

 apparently we appealed to their

 playful instinct, and it's great to see

that this simple tool is that entertaining

to the users! Every now and then, we

also offer workshops where the users

can mould their own dildo, and this

H E N N I N G  D I E S E N B E R G

At dildo-generator.com, you can create

a mould with just a few clicks 

The first design

of our EAN dildo ...



way alone, we have

 already taken more than

70 silicone toys from the

 virtual space into reality. We also

know of numerous other dildos that

have been created in the USA, in China, Canada,

 Thailand, and Russia. Of course, many people don't

 contact us if they have used one of our designs, so it's

 impossible to put a finger on it, but we are very confident

that many 3D printers have already brought dildo-

 generator sex toys to life.

And all of that without any advertisement. I mean, until

now, we didn't even have a marketing concept.

Let's take a look at the road ahead: How will the market

for 3D printers develop in the future, and how will this

 development affect the sex toy industry?

Henning Diesenberg: As I said before, this development

is moving along very quickly. With every new generation,

the printers are becoming more precise, the early

 problems disappear, more and more materials can be

used for printing, and apart from plastic, people can

choose from wood, metals, stone, resins, plaster, clay,

concrete, and chocolate.
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But 3D printing still requires a lot of time and effort. You

should not get frustrated too easily, and most of the time,

you need expert knowledge to achieve your goals. And

the 3D printers are high-maintenance devices. I am sure

the printers will become more reliable and less  

accident-prone over the course of the next few years,

and then it will be possible to create your designs without

having to invest too much time or money. Of course, we

are going to make the best of this development. Actually,

we are only waiting for that big call, either from the erotic

industry or from an innovative investor. We believe in a

 future where the maker movement will revolutionise

 industrial processes and production procedures. What we

believe in even more, however, is the success of perso -

nalised pleasure. For us, dildos are just the beginning ...

I N T E R V I E W
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We had a lively discussion about the

limitations and possibilities of 3D

printing, when suddenly, someone said:

'Well, you can always print phallic

 shapes. Why not print a dildo?'“ 

................................ 

“

Because the printing materials are not

body-safe, a mould is created





Why, do you think, would people like to print their

own sex toys?

Thomas Sancelot: I think 3D printing offers possibilities

the traditional sex toy

 manufacturing industry

can’t. Privacy is one of

these key factors.

People can be

 ashamed to walk

into a sex shop. You

can purchase them

online of course, but

there is still a chance

you make eye contact

with the postman, and in

that moment, you know

that he knows. What

 happens if the package gets

delivered to your neighbours?

Or if a family member

opens it? It is all about

what people

might think of
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3D pr in ters  that  are a l so  af fo rdable fo r  o rd inar y  mor ta l s  have been on the market  fo r

some years ,  s t i l l ,  the development  and expans ion of  th i s  technology are s t i l l  in  a  ver y

ear ly  s tage.  But  as  3D pr in t ing becomes more widespread,  and as  more and more ever -

yday products  are created that  way,  there i s  go ing to  be increased demand for  des igns

f rom which to  model  your  own products .  And one th ing i s  cer ta in :  Sex  toys  w i l l  a l so  be

among the products  that  are created th i s  way.  Knowing th i s ,  Thomas Sancelot  has  laun-

ched the webs i te  SexShop3D.com. There,  the owners  o f  a  3D pr in ter  can purchase sex

toy des igns  to  create toys  in  the i r  own home.  In  our  EAN in ter v iew,  Thomas ta lks  about

the potent ia l  o f  3D pr in t ing and the chal lenges  that  have yet  to  be overcome.

“Everything is 
going so quickly now.“

you. I think there is no shame at all in purchasing sex

toys, but people might think otherwise. No one will

know what you use your 3D printer for. Other factors

include convenience, customisation, and cost. With

the 3D design you get from us and the materials you

need to print, it will cost you about $10 to get a sex

toy. And once you purchased the design, you can

print as many copies as you want.

Right now, here in Germany, there are prime-time

ads for sex shops on TV. On your homepage you state,

that one of the reasons to start 3D printing sex toys is

discreetness. Do you think that this is still really a big

issue for a lot of people?

Thomas Sancelot on SexShop3D

.................

We only have basic dildos and

butt plugs in store at the 

moment because people are printing 

in hard or  flexible plastic and the 

post-printing preparation must 

remain easy to be worth it.“

................................ 

“
exclusive
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Thomas Sancelot,

the founder of SexShop3D.com
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Thomas Sancelot: I don’t know if it

is an issue for a lot of people in

our countries. I live in France and

we talk about sex toys openly, we

even recognise the health benefits

they offer. But it is definitely an issue

for some people. Did you know

that some countries have  banned

sex toys? Sex toys are illegal in

 India, the  United Arab Emirates,

and Saudi  Arabia, to name a few.

India alone has a population of

1.2 billion.

Where do you see the biggest

 obstacles for a widespread

 printing of sex toys, besides the

 limited  distribution of 3D printers?

Thomas Sancelot: I like to think

that if every sex toy enthusiast had

a 3D printer, they would all make

3D printed sex toys. But at the

 moment, I would say it is still very

early in the game. The printing

 process takes a few hours, the

 materials are good but not the

best yet. Those might be obstacles

in the way of widespread sex toy

 printing. But considering the small

number of 3D printers out there in

people’s homes, I think our sales

are pretty good. They are

 increasing each month so we

must be going somewhere. 

When will the prices for

printers have fallen

enough so that a

3D printer will be a

 common gadget in

many households?

Thomas Sancelot: I

think we could reach that wit-

hin 5 years. Everything is going

so quickly now. You can get

a 3D printer for a few hun-

dred dollars and a very good

one for a few  thousands. We wan-

ted to buy the last printer from Ma-

kerBot last year. When they

 introduced a new one, the printer

we were interested in fell by $500.

In December, I received a

 message on my blog: A couple

had just bought a 3D printer on

Cyber Monday and was asking me

questions because they were “new

to the 3D printing world”. They just

thought it was really cool to have

one, and one of the first things they

thought about was printing a sex

toy. Remember when only a few

people had cellphones and 

what they were  telling you when

calling: “Guess where I am calling

you from.”

Now, it will be “Guess how I made

it.” when showing your friends all

the objects you were able to print

at home.

Right now, a printed sex toy is not

really safe to use: the edges are too

sharp and the materials are not

body-safe. How can these  obstacles

be overcome right now?

Thomas Sancelot: You are right, they

are not very safe to use right out of

the printer and need a bit of prepa-

ration first. Basically, with your home

3D printer you can use two kinds of

plastic  material: PLA and ABS.

T H O M A S  S A N C E L O T

.................

I like to think that

if every sex toy

 enthusiast had a 3D

 printer, they would all

make 3D printed sex toys.

But at the moment, I 

would say it is still 

very early in the game.“

................................ 

“

The website shows how easy it

can be to create your own toy

The 3D model of a dildo



PLA is too porous to use for 

sex toys and does not 

do well with  finishing,

 especially with

 acetone vapours to smooth

the  surface. So we  recommend using

ABS plastic. When you are finished printing, you can

use sandpaper to grit down the  object, then spray it

with a few coats of silicone. You can find these pro-

ducts at your local hardware store. ABS and silicone

are the materials of choice with  traditional sex toys,

and they are as well with 3D  printed sex toys. It is

totally body-safe.

Will there be safe printing materials available in 

the future?

Thomas Sancelot: Yes. Our company grows as the

technology evolves. We are working on printing

 techniques and trying to figure out more suitable
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 materials. Our goal is to be able to 3D print a sex toy

that you can use right away.

Could there be piracy problem with 3D printer

 designs, similar to what we have seen in the music

and movie industry?

Thomas Sancelot: There will always be problems

with piracy. Peer-to-peer file sharing websites

are already offering “STL files” categories. We

must protect our work and take legal actions

when it is shared by  pirates. 

Right now, the printing of toys is limited to dildos in

various forms. If the user wants to add  vibration, he

has to leave a hole to insert a bullet vibrator. Do you

expect more sophisticated designs in the future?

What could they look like?

Thomas Sancelot: With more suitable materials come

more complex designs. We only have basic dildos

and butt plugs in store at the moment because

people are printing in hard or flexible plastic and the

post-printing preparation must remain easy to be

worth it. We cannot wait to introduce male

 masturbator, that’s our biggest challenge. But we must

print this kind of product in a different material.

Which other implications for the erotic trade do you

see once 3D printers become widely available?

Thomas Sancelot: I am sure it is going to revolutionise

the sex toy industry. The products could be used in

 videos and the files offered with tube sites

 subscriptions for example. I believe 3D printers could

have a huge impact on the erotic trade because

we can 3D scan and reproduce our own private 

parts or those of an actor. Time will tell but that’s 

what I see.

I N T E R V I E W
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We are working on printing

 techniques and trying to figure out

more suitable materials. Our goal is to

be able to 3D print a sex toy that you

can use right away.“

................................ 

“

One of the templates

Thomas Sancelot is offering at his website
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Sofie Rockland
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Questions & Answers 

exclusive

I s  the erot ic indust r y  an indust r y  l ike any other? Wel l ,  Sof ie Rockland

thinks the adul t  market  of fers  much more exci tement and fun than,

say, the fashion industr y – and she should know, af ter al l ,  she worked

in the fashion wor ld for  several  years before gett ing into the erot ic

indust r y to create the erot ic l i festy le brand 210th.  Sof ie has never

regret ted that  decis ion,   as becomes qui te obvious in th is  latest

edi t ion of  “Monthly Mayhem”.

What is more exciting? The fashion industry or the

erotic industry? 

Sofie Rockland: The erotic industry is more exciting and

contains more humour. 

What was your childhood ambition? 

Sofie Rockland: I was not certain about my ambition,

but the combination of creative and commercial were

always attractive to me. In high school, I discovered

the study of fashion, which combined both aspects,

and so I decided to go for it. I was not the kind of child

that had a vision to become a pilot or nurse. My interests

were always wide.

How did you get into the love toy industry? 

Sofie Rockland: I quit my job a few years ago and de-

cided to create an erotic lifestyle brand with a philoso-

phy. Et voila : 210th  

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be

doing now? 

Sofie Rockland: If, if, if ... I am in the business now ;-)

Probably still in fashion. 

What was the biggest step in your career? 

Sofie Rockland: To quit my job and to start my own

brand and enter the erotic industry.
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Who would you consider your role

model and why? 

Sofie Rockland: I see the owner of

the brand Gstar as a role model. He

succeeded to create a worldwide

lifestyle brand, which is a way of

 thinking and living.

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone. Who’s

the lucky winner? 

Sofie Rockland: My mother, she is

such a strong woman with so much

love to give.

Which personal success are you

proud of? 

Sofie Rockland: I am, according

to the two boys of my boyfriend, a

nice bonus mother, which makes

me proud.

What do you particularly like about

yourself?  

Sofie Rockland: The drive and energy

I have to follow my passions.

Which vice could you never forgive? 

Sofie Rockland: None, accept

 yourself.

What song do you sing in the shower? 

Sofie Rockland: Better that I don’t

sing… depending on the day and

my mood.

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

Where do you see yourself in 10

years’ time? 

Sofie Rockland: Hopefully in good

health, still ambitious, driven, and with

the same passion I always have when

I want to achieve something.

How do you envisage the future of

the love toy industry? 

Sofie Rockland: It would be great if

we could answer this question, but

that would also make it also less exci-

ting. I foresee that the technology re-

mains a big influence in the industry

and that the trend toward more luxu-

rious, stylish products will go on and

on, which makes the products more 

acceptable in the mainstream - step

by step, but we will succeed. 

What is your idea of a perfect

 working day? 

Sofie Rockland: I prefer to start early

at the office, put some nice music

on, following up all outstanding mat-

ters and then several appointments

in the afternoon. 

How do you relax after work? 

Sofie Rockland: Can you repeat

that question? No, seriously, I love to

make a nice dinner in the evening,

put some music on and enjoy a

nice glass of wine with my partner

or friends. 

Who would you never ever like to

see naked? 

Sofie Rockland: My previous boss.

With whom would you like to go

to the cinema and what film

would you watch? 

Sofie Rockland: With my boyfriend

to watch Intouchables. A movie

with a laugh and a tear.

You have a month’s holiday. Where

would you go? 

Sofie Rockland: Indonesia, no

doubt.

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island? 

Sofie Rockland: Bikini, book, 

and sunburn.

If you could swap lives with some-

body for a day, who would it be? 

Sofie Rockland: Helmut Newton.

Is there anything you would never

do again? 

Sofie Rockland: I don’t have any

regrets.

Do you have some good ad-

vice you want to share with 

our  readers? 

Sofie Rockland: Follow your

dreams and passions.

...........................

Follow your 

dreams and passions.”

......................................“
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